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Abstract

The main result of this thesis is the computation of TR (F,; p) for a E RO(S'). These
RO(S')-graded TR-groups are the equivariant homotopy groups naturally associated
to the Sl-spectrum THH(Fp), the topological Hochschild S1 -spectrum. This compu-
tation, which extends a partial result of Hesselholt and Madsen, provides the first
example of the RO(S1 )-graded TR-groups of a ring. In particular, we compute the
groups TRM(IFp; p) for all even dimensional representations a, and the order of these
groups for odd dimensional a. These groups arise in algebraic K-theory computa-
tions, and are particularly important to the understanding of the algebraic K-theory
of non-regular schemes.

We also study RO(S1 )-graded TR-theory as an RO(Si)-graded Mackey functor.
Using Lewis and Mandell's homological algebra tools for graded Mackey functors,
we provide examples of how Kunneth spectral sequences can be used to understand
RO(S 1 )-graded TR.

Thesis Supervisor: Lars Hesselholt
Title: Associate Professor of Mathematics
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Algebraic K-theory groups are generally very difficult to compute, but B6kstedt,
Hsiang, and Madsen [7] developed a homotopy-theoretic approach to algebraic K-
theory computations that has been quite fruitful. For every ring A, they defined a
cyclotomic trace map

trc: Kq(A) -- TC,(A)

relating algebraic K-theory to topological cyclic homology. This map is highly non-
trivial, and thus one can often understand algebraic K-theory by understanding topo-
logical cyclic homology (see, for instance, McCarthy [20]).

As an approach to computing topological cyclic homology, Hesselholt and Madsen
studied TR-theory [12, 13]. For a ring A and a fixed prime p,

TRw (A;p) := · q(T(A)CP - ' ) =[S' AS1/Cp,-+, T(A)]s[

where T(A) denotes the topological Hochschild Sl-spectrum of A and T(A)C"-' de-
notes the Cpn.- fixed point spectrum. These TR-groups come equipped with several
operators and relations which provide a rigid algebraic structure, making computa-
tions possible. Topological cyclic homology is defined by a homotopy limit construc-
tion that involves these operators. Thus understanding the TR-groups of a ring helps
us to understand its topological cyclic homology, and hence its algebraic K-theory.

The topological Hochschild S1 -spectrum also has naturally associated equivariant
homotopy groups which give a TR-theory graded by the real representation ring of
the circle, RO(S 1). These groups arise naturally from the computational method
outlined above.

Elements in the representation ring are given by formal differences of isomorphism
classes of representations. For every a E RO(S1) we choose representatives / and
y such that a = [,] - [-]. Let SO denotes the one-point compactification of the
representation /. Then the RO(S1 )-graded TR-groups are defined as

TR'(A;p) = [SO A S 1/Cp>-i+, S" A T(A)]sl.

Lewis and Mandell [18] have proven that this definition gives a well-behaved theory
of RO(S1 )-graded homotopy groups.



These RO(S1 )-graded groups first arose in computations of the algebraic K-theory
of non-regular schemes. For instance, for an Fp-algebra A, Hesselholt and Madsen [9]
expressed the K-theory of A[x]/(xe) in terms of the RO(S1 )-graded TR-groups of A.
While RO(S1 )-graded TR-groups have been used in computations, there are no fully
computed examples for all a E RO(S1 ). The first computation to be done is that of
TR'(Fp; p). This is the main result of this dissertation.

Before stating the result of this computation, we introduce some notation. Let

pp : S1 - S1/ Cp

be the isomorphism given by the pth root. Then we define a prime operation as
follows: for a E RO(S 1),

a' = p* (aCP)
Recall the ring structure of RO(Si).

RO(S1 ) = Z[t, t2,... ]/(titj - ti+j - ti-j)

where to = 2. The generator tj corresponds to the representation Ai given by the i-fold
power map. When we use RO(S 1) for grading TR-groups, only the additive structure
is used. If p divides i, then t' = ti/p. If p does not divide i, then t' = 0. This prime
operation is additive. We use the notation a(k) to denote the prime operation applied
k times to a. We denote the dimension of a as a real vector space by ail. Note that
every sequence of integers can be realized as the dimensions al, a'..., Ia(n-1) I...
for some virtual representation a E RO(S').

Our main result shows TRq+(F,; p), is isomorphic to a direct product of groups
Z/pl 'in, 1 < i < n, where the exponents li,n are explicit recursively defined functions
of the integers q, jal, la'l,..., Ia(n-1)i.

These recursively defined functions are based on an inductive argument which
computes the group TRqn+a (F , ; p) from the group TR•-i, (F , ; p) using the fundamental
long exact sequence of TR-theory:

. - H,(Cpn-i, T(Fp) A S - ') - TRn(Fp; p) - TRn-, (Fp; p)...

Here, H(Cpn-1, T(Fp) A S- ') denotes the group homology spectrum. In order to
determine this extension we use information about a map

n-1: TR - ,(IF, ; p) -+ H-q((Cn-1,T(Fp) A S-a)

fitting into a diagram of long exact sequences

..-. Hq(Cp,-, T-") - TRqI(+a (Fp; p) --- TRq ,• pT) -]""p

II I (C -1I T.-
• ..- q W(Co-1, T-') -->- H (Cpn-1, T-c)--)- H (Cpn-1, T-1) ---



We use the notation T-a to denote T(F,) A S-a.The spectra HI*((Cp-1, T-"), and
H*(Cpn-1, T-a ) are the Tate and group cohomology spectra respectively. We have
spectral sequences which allow us to compute the groups in the bottom row of this
diagram. If we compute the map P~,-, then we can identify TRq+(Fp,; p) as the
pullback of the diagram

TR, - 1, (F,; p)

H-Q(Cpn-1, T -a)  H-- (Cpn-1, T -a )

In our argument, we induct down on the number of prime operations applied to
a. Thus we compute TR+a(,_~)Fp;p) from TR ,_j,(Fp;p) using the methodqaa~n-jn. .hps frm TR

outlined above. When j = n this computes TRQ (F,; p). At each step of the
induction we need to compute the group TRaq+(n-j)(Fp;p) and the map Fj on that
group.

To do this we recursively define integers lm,j = 1m,j(q,a) indexed by pairs of
integers 1 < j < n and 1 < m < j. These values Im,j give the orders of the summands
of the group TRq+a(,-j) (Fp; p). The recursive definition also uses auxiliary integers
km,j = km,j(q, a), rj = rj(q, a) and gm,j = gm,j(q, a) indexed by integers 1 < j _ n
and 1 < m < j. The values km,j store information about the map fj. The recursive
definition is as follows.

We begin by setting our initial conditions. Let

111i 1 if q > --a(n-1)1
0 else

and set k1,1 = 0.

Let j = 2. We compute the values lm,j as follows, incrementing j by 1 after each
iteration and stopping after the iteration where j = n.

Define rj = min(j, q+la(n-j) +1) and gi,j-1 = li,j-l-ki,j_1 for integers 1 < i < j-1.
Let w = #{1 < i < j - lki,j- 1 2 rj}. We choose a permutation 7 E Cj1_ satisfying
the conditions that

rj 5 kr(),j-1 < kr(2),j-1 < ... k(w),j-1,

rj > kr(w+l),j-1, kr(w+2),j-1, ... , kr(j-1),j-1,

gr(w+l),j-1 > gr(w+2),j-1 -_ ... gr(j-1),j-1-

We can choose any permutation T C Ej- 1 satisfying these conditions. If w = j - 1
we define gr,(w+),j-1 = 0.

We now give a recursive definition of the values li,j and ki,j. We set

{ max(0, rj) if w = j - 1
1,3 =- min(j, rj + gr(w+l),j-i) else



and k1 ,j = 0. For each integer 1 < m < w, set lm+l,j = I•-(m),j-1.-

km+,j = f min(lm+l,j, k(m),j-1 - ry) if gr(m),j-1 > g-(w+l),j-1
lm+l,j else

For each integer w + 2 < m < j - 1, let T(z) be the smallest number such that
w+ 1 z < m. Then set:

-r lT(m),j-1 if Tr(v) < r(m) for some w + 1 < v < m
m,j gr(m),j-1 + kr(z),j- else

Then we set km,j = lm,j. Finally, lj,j = kj,j = 0 if w < j - 1. If j < n we increment j
by 1 and iterate.

We now state our main result

Theorem 1.0.1. For q even there is an isomorphism of abelian groups

Z/ph'.n ® Z/pl2,n ... Z/pln•2 Ln TR+(F;p)

where the li,n are the recursively defined numbers above.

This extends the result of Hesselholt and Madsen ([12], Propostion 8.1) for repre-
sentations of the form a = q - y, y a real representation of S' and q E Z. We also
compute the orders of the groups indexed by odd dimensional representations:

Theorem 1.0.2. For q even, the order of the group TRq~ l+(Fp; p) is pdn where dn

is given as follows. Let dl = 0. For 2 < j 5 n, define rj = min(j, q+ an-)I + 1) Then:

dj = dj_+ max(0, rj - 1) if rj + gr(w+l),j-1 • j
= d 1 + r + g(w+),j-1 - j else

We make a few observations about the results of these computations. If q <
min(-laI, -a'l,...- |a(n- 1)I), then TR+n,(Fp; p) = 0. For q > max(-aI, - a'l, ...-
la(n-1) ), TRaq+(F,; p) - Z/p n. Thus the TR-groups are easily understood outside
a finite range. For any even q, each of the values li,n given in the computation of
TRq+c(F; p) satisfies lin, < n since TRn ,(Fp; p) is a TRn(Fp; p)-module. However,
the sum l(n) = 11,n + 12,n + .. + n,n can be greater than n. Note also that the
computation of the li,n is independent of the prime p.

If the virtual representation a is of the form A or 0 - A for an actual real S1 -
representation A, then the groups TR +n(;Fp;p) are cyclic for q even. The computa-
tions of the TR-groups in these special cases is presented in Chapter 7.

1.1 Organization

In Chapter 2 we recall G-spectra and review the basic definitions of equivariant ho-
motopy theory. In Chapter 3 we discuss a homotopy-theoretic approach to algebraic



K-theory computations. In particular, we recall the definition of TR-theory, and the
operators and relations on it. We then define the RO(S')-graded TR-groups of a
ring A. In Chapter 4 we study the fundamental long exact sequence of TR-theory,
and its relation to the norm-restriction sequence. Chapter 5 focuses on applying this
relationship to execute the first half of the induction step needed to prove Theorem
1.0.1. In Chapter 6 we finish the induction step by studying the map F. In Chapter
7 we put our earlier results together to prove Theorem 1.0.1 and several corollaries.
Finally, in Chapter 8 we study TR-theory as a Mackey functor using the homological
algebra tools developed by Lewis and Mandell [18] for Mackey functors.

1.2 Notation and conventions

Throughout this dissertation, A denotes a commutative ring, and p a fixed prime.
The symbol a always denotes a virtual representation in RO(S1 ). Every virtual

representation can be written uniquely as a sum of a trivial representation q and a
virtual representation a with no trivial summands. We use q+a to denote this unique
decomposition.

We use the convention a b for a = Mb, where p is a unit.





Chapter 2

Equivariant Homotopy Theory

2.1 G-spectra

We begin by recalling some of the basic definitions of equivariant stable homotopy
theory. Let G be a compact Lie group.

Definition 2.1.1. A G-universe U is a countably infinite-dimensional G representa-
tion containing the trivial representation, which also contains infinitely many copies
of each of its finite-dimensional subrepresentations. The G-universe U is said to be
complete if all irreducible G-representations occur in U.

Definition 2.1.2. A G-prespectrum Y indexed on a complete G-universe U associates
to each finite dimensional sub-inner product space V C U a based G-space Y(V),
together with G-equivariant structure maps

a: Y(V) -+ QW-VY(W)

for V C W. Here W - V denotes the orthogonal complement of V in W and
QVX = F(SV, X). The prespectrum Y is a G-spectrum if the maps a are all G-
homeomorphisms.

These G-spectra are the objects of the G-stable category. The set of homotopy
classes of maps between two G-spectra Y and Y' is denoted by [Y, Y']G. Let 0 be
a finite dimensional orthogonal G-representation. The G-stable category is stable in
the sense that the suspension homomorphism

[Y, Y']G -* [Y A S3 , Y' A S1IG

is an isomorphism.
We introduce two notions of fixed point spectra associated to a G-spectra. Let C

be a subgroup of G. Let Y be a G spectrum. We first define the G/C-spectrum yC
For each V C Uc we define

yC(v) = Y(V)c.

We refer to this as the fixed points of Y. We now define the second notion of a fixed
point spectrum, written 1 CY and referred to as the geometric fixed points. For each



V C UC we choose a W C U such that WC = V and as V runs through the finite
dimensional sub-inner product spaces of Uc, the union of the associated W's is all of
U. Then

(Ic(y))(V) = Y(W)c
While the first fixed point construction gives a G/C-spectrum, the geometric fixed
point construction gives only a G/C-prespectrum, and thus to get the spectrum
I c (Y) the construction above is followed by spectrification.

For the rest of this discussion, we consider the group G = S' and fix a universe
U: Let C(n) = C with S1 acting by g -z = gnz, g E S 1. These 1-dimensional complex
representations give 2-dimensional real representations of S1 , which generate the real
representation ring. Let

U= C(n)a.
nEZ,aEN

In other words, we have countably many copies of each representation C(n) in U.
Let Gm C S1 be the cyclic group of order m in S'. We have an isomorphism of

groups
Pm : S1 -- S1/Cm

given by the m'th root. Let X be an S'/Cm-space. Then we write pmX for the
Sl-space associated to X via Pm. If we have an S'/Cm-spectrum Y, indexed on Ucm,
then we can associate to it an Sl-spectrum indexed on U, denoted pc Y. We do this
as follows: Consider the S'-spaces

pmY((p )*(V))

where V C p* Ucm. These spaces form an Sl-spectrum indexed on p*UCm. The
identification

PmUCm = C(n/m)a C(n)a = U
nEmZ,aEN nEZ,aEN

gives us an Sl-spectrum indexed on U. We write pc Y for this spectrum.
We also need the definition of a cyclotomic spectrum.

Definition 2.1.3. An Sl-spectrum T, indexed on U, is a cyclotomic spectrum if it
comes with a Sl-equivalence

rc, : P ~CT --+T

for all finite C, C S 1, such that for all pairs of finite subgroups, CI, Cm the following
diagram commutes:

P#C, # 4cP T  # (IC•mTC # Cm CrCm rPCm

In particular, a cyclotomic spectrum T comes equipped with an equivalence of



S1-spectra
r : p((E A T)CP - T.

Here E denotes a free contractible S1 -space, and E is the cofiber of the map E+ -- SO

given by projection onto the non-basepoint.
The topological Hochschild S1 -spectrum T(A) is a cyclotomic spectrum. This fact

is essential to the construction of the long exact sequence of TR-groups. For a more
detailed exposition on cyclotomic spectra, see [12].

2.2 RO(G)-graded homotopy

Let RO(G) denote the real representation ring of G. Elements a E RO(G) are virtual
real representations of G and hence can be written in the form

a=[13]- y],

a formal difference of isomorphism classes of G-representations. The real virtual
dimension of a virtual representation a E RO(G) is denoted Jal. The trivial repre-
sentation of real dimension q is denoted by q, where q is a nonnegative integer.

For every a E RO(G) we choose representatives P and -y such that a = [P] - [y].
Then to any G-spectrum Y, we have naturally associated RO(G)-graded equivariant
homotopy groups defined by

7ra(Y) = [S , Y A SY]G.

This definition gives a well-behaved theory of RO(G)-graded homotopy groups [18].





Chapter 3

Introduction to TR-Groups

3.1 Overview of the approach

Let p be a fixed prime and A a commutative ring. In this section we outline a
homotopy-theoretic approach to algebraic K-theory computations. In particular, we
recall the definitions and properties of TR-groups, studied by Hesselholt and Madsen
(see [12, 13]).

The Hochschild homology of a ring A is given by a cyclic abelian group HH.(A),
with k-simplices

HH(A)k = A ... A

with k + 1 tensor factors, and structure maps:

d,(ao ® ... 0 ak) = ao ... arar+1 ... ak O < r < k
= akao 0 al 0 ... ak-1 r = k

sr(ao 0 ... Oak) a0 ar 1 ar+l 0... 0 ak 0 < r < k

tk(ao 0 ... ak) =akao0a . . ak-1_l

Then the Hochschild homology groups can be defined as the homotopy groups of the
geometric realization of the underlying simplicial set

HH(A) = j[k] - HH(A)kI.

The topological Hochschild homology space THH(A) is defined in an analogous man-
ner by replacing the ring A in the Hochschild complex with an Eilenberg-MacLane
spectrum for A, and the tensor products with smash products over the sphere spec-
trum. This was carried out by Bokstedt [5]. Bokstedt's topological Hochschild ho-
mology is naturally an Sl-space. However, in order to use topological Hochschild
homology to study topological cyclic homology, we need a topological Hochschild S1-
spectrum, T(A). Furthermore we want T(A) to have the structure of a cyclotomic
spectrum. For a detailed construction of this spectrum, see [10].

The S1 -spectrum structure of T(A) allows us to take Cp,-fixed point spectra of
T(A) for Cpf C S' the cyclic group of order p'. Then inclusion of fixed points induces



a map
F: T(A)C" -~ T(A)Cp n -

called the Frobenius. We also get a map

R: T(A)CP " - T(A)C n- 1

which we define in Section 4. Using these operators, we can define the topological
cyclic homology spectrum of A. Let

TC(A;p) = [holimT(A)Cpn]hF

where the homotopy limit is take across the maps R above, and XhF denotes the
F-homotopy fixed points of X, i.e. the homotopy fiber of id -F.

It is possible to repeat the above, working with all natural numbers rather than
just powers of one prime. The resulting spectrum TC(A), however, does not carry
much more information than the product of the TC(A; p) spectra. In particular, after
profinite completion

TC(A)A^ fTC(A; p)".

For every ring A, we have a cyclotomic trace map [7] from algebraic K-theory of
A to this topological cyclic homology spectrum of A

trc: K(A) -- TC(A).

We can often understand algebraic K-theory by understanding topological cyclic ho-
mology and this cyclotomic trace map. For example, for I c A a nilpotent ideal,
McCarthy's theorem [20] says that after profinite completion, there is an equivalence

trc: K(A, I) -- TC(A, I),

where K(A, I) and TC(A, I) denote relative K-theory and relative TC respectively.

3.2 Z-graded TR-groups

As an approach to understanding topological cyclic homology, Hesselholt and Madsen
studied TR-groups. For a ring A and a fixed prime p, let

TR"(A; p) = T(A)Cpn -,

and
TR"(A; p) = rq(T(A)Cpn" - ).

These TR-groups come equipped with several operators. Again, inclusion of fixed
points induces the Frobenius map

F: TRn(A; p) -* TR -1(A; p).



This map has an associated transfer, the Verschiebung

V : TR"-'(A;p) --* TR"(A;p).

There is also a derivation d : TR"(A; p) -- TR'I (A; p) induced from the circle action
on T(A). Lastly, we have a restriction map

R : TRq(A; p) - TRq-1(A; p)

which we define in Section 4. These maps satisfy the relations FV = p, FdV = d, and
VF = V(1), where 1 is the multiplicative unit [1], with Witt coordinates (1, 0,. . . 0) E
RW (A) T TR, (A; p). For a more detailed introduction to TR-theory, see for instance
[12, 13].

We can define TCn(A; p) as the homotopy equalizer of the maps

R, F: TR"(A; p) --+ TRn-1(A; p).

'Then TC(A; p) is the homotopy limit of the spectra TCn(A; p). Thus understanding
the TR-groups of a ring helps us to understand its topological cyclic homology, and
hence its algebraic K-theory.

Computations are possible on the level of TR because the operators on TR-groups
and the relations between them give TR-groups a rigid algebraic structure. Indeed
they have the structure of a Witt complex over A. Let A be an F,-algebra.

Definition 3.2.1. A Witt complex over A is
(i) A pro-differential graded ring E* and a strict map of pro-rings

A : W.(A) -- Eo

from the pro-ring of Witt vectors on A.
(ii) A strict map of pro-graded rings

F : E* -+ E*

such that AF' = FA and such that for all a C A

FdA([a]n) = A([a]n-l)-ld([a],_l)

where [a]l = (a, 0,... 0) E W,(A) is the multiplicative representative.
(iii) A strict map of graded E>.-modules

V : F, E* -t E*

such that AV - VA, FdV = d, and FV = p.

The pro-differential graded ring E* = TR,(A;p) is an example of such a Witt
complex. In this example, the restriction map R is the structure map in the pro-



system. We have a map
A: W,(A) - TR"(A;p)

as in part (i) of the definition of a Witt complex. In the case of TR this map is an
isomorphism. For more about Witt complexes, and TR as a Witt complex, see [11].

Via standard category theoretic arguments, one can show that the category of Witt
complexes over A has an initial object, which we write as WQ*. This is the de Rham-
Witt complex of A. Hesselholt and Madsen [11], [13] have given a construction of
the de Rham-Witt complex for Z(p)-algebras which extends the Bloch-Deligne-Illusie
[3], [16] construction for Fp- algebras. Since WQ. is initial, we have a map

W.• --+ TR,(A;p).

This can then help us understand TR in terms of the de Rham-Witt complex of A.

3.3 RO(S')-graded TR-groups

Recall that TR-groups is defined as

TR"(A;p) = 7r(T(A)Cn -
i)

or equivalently
TRq(A; p) - [SQ A S 1/Cn-i+, T(A)]si.

To any Sl-spectrum there are naturally associated equivariant homotopy groups
graded by the real representation ring of the circle, RO(S1 ). To further understand
the Sl-equivariant structure of T(A), we look at these groups.

Recall that elements in the representation ring are given by formal differences of
isomorphism classes of representations. For every a E RO(S 1) we choose represen-
tatives / and y such that a = [p] - [-y]. Then the RO(S1 )-graded TR groups are
defined as

TR"(A; p) = [S) A S 1'/Cp,,-, S " A T(A)]s1.

For each positive n these groups form an RO(S1 )-graded ring. These RO(S1 )-
graded TR-groups arise naturally in computations. For example, suppose we wanted
to study the algebraic K-theory of a pointed monoid algebra A(H). To use the method
outlined above, the first step is understanding the topological Hochschild homology
of A(II). There is an equivalence of S'-spectra [10]

T(A) A NcY(H) + T(A(H)).

where N (I(I) denotes the cyclic bar construction on H. For instance, in their study
of the algebraic K-theory of truncated polynomial algebras, Hesselholt and Madsen
[9] used this equivalence to study T(A[x]/(xe)) for A an Fp-algebra. Let Hle denotes
the pointed multiplicative monoid {0, 1, x,... xe- 1} where Xe = 0. Then

T(A) A NY(IIe) ~- T(A(He)) = T(A[x]/(xe)).



So, to study the TR-theory of A[x]/(xe), one should look at

TR"l(A[x]/(xe),p) = [Sq A S/Cp-l-+, T(A[x]/(Xe))]sI

which by the equivalence above, we can rewrite as

TR"(A[zx]/(x),p) = [Sq A S 1/Cpn-+, T(A) A NCY(IIe)]s1.

Hesselholt and Madsen then demonstrated how the Sl-equivariant homotopy type
of NCY(IHe) can be built from representation spheres. Replacing NCY(He) by these
representation spheres in our definition of the TR-groups above, we end up in the
RO(S')-graded TR-groups of the ring A. So this expresses K(A[x]/(xe)) in terms of
the RO(S1 )-graded TR-groups of the ring A.

By considering different pointed monoids H, one can use the RO(S')-graded TR-
groups of A to understand the algebraic K-theory of a variety of rings A(II). Using
the pointed monoid IIH = {0, 1, x, x2,... y, y2,...} with xy = 0, Hesselholt [14] has
similarly computed the algebraic K-theory of the coordinate axes k[x, y]/(xy) in terms
of the algebraic K-theory of k.

In the non-equivariant case, the initial example completely describes the algebraic
structure of the integral graded TR-groups. We would like to define a new alge-
braic structure embodying the structure of RO(S')-graded TR. The initial object in
such a category of RO(S1 )-graded Witt complexes would serve as an RO(S')-graded
de Rham-Witt complex.

The first step in developing such an algebraic structure is completely understand-
ing an example of TR (A; p) for some ring A and all a E RO(S 1). Then it should be
possible to formalize these structures to define the RO(S1 )-graded Witt complex. In
this dissertation we compute TR((Fp; p) to provide such an example.

To study these RO(S1 )-graded TR-groups, we first consider the operators and
relations that we have in this RO(S')-graded version of TR (see [12]). Again, inclusion
of fixed points induces the Frobenius map, a map of RO(S1 )-graded rings

F: TRW(A; p) -+ TR~-1(A;p).

As in the integer graded case, this map has an associated transfer, the Verschiebung

V: TR7-i(A; p) -- TRn(A; p)

which is a map of RO(S1 )-graded abelian groups. There is also a derivation

d: TR(A; p) - TR+ 1 (A; p)

These maps again satisfy the relations FV = p, VF = V(1), and FdV = d. In fact,
they satisfy the projection formula. For w E TR (A;p), y E TRn- 1 (A;p):

w - V(y) = V(F(w) -y).

While these maps F, V and d look similar to the Z-graded case, the restriction map



is different. In the RO(S1 )-graded setting we have

R: TRK(A;p) - TR, '(A;p).

We explain in Section 4 how this restriction map is defined.
For a fixed representation a, TR+, (A; p) is a module over TR (A;p), where * is

an integer-grading. In Section 6 we see that understanding this module structure is
essential to our main result.



Chapter 4

Norm-Restriction Sequence

4.1 Construction of norm-restriction diagram

Throughout this section, we use the notation T-a for T(A) A S-a. Our main tool
:in doing computations is the fundamental long exact sequence of TR-groups and its
relation to the norm-restriction cofiber sequence. Consider the cofibration sequence

E+ - So •-E

where E denotes a free contractible S' space and the first map is given by projection
onto the non-basepoint of So. We can smash this cofibration sequence with T-a to
get

E+ A T- --+ T -  4EA T-'.

If we then consider the map from T-a to the function spectrum F(E+, T - ') induced
by E+ -+ So, we get a diagram of cofiber sequences

E+ A T-a > T-a E EA T -̀

E+ A F(E+, T - ) -- F(E+, T - a) E A F(E+, T - c)

where for typographical reasons we have written T-a for T(A) A S -". We can then
take the homotopy groups of the Cpn-1, fixed point spectra of these spectra to get a
diagram

wq((E+ A T-a)C "-') "rq((T--a)Cpn- ) rq((E A T-a)Cp - 1)

rq((E+ A F(E÷, T-a))Cpn-1) ÷ x((F(E+, T-~))Cpn-1) irq((E A F(E+, T-))Cpn-I)

We see that the group in the center of the top line of our diagram is the definition of

TRq+a(A; p). We would also like to identify the top right group as an RO(S')-graded
TR-group. The spectrum T(A) is a cyclotomic spectrum, which means, in particular,



that we have an equivalence of S'-spectra

r : p*((E A T-)Cp --- T - '.

Using this, we can identify the term ,q((E A T-)Cp"-') as TR"-~ , (A; p). The map

R: TRq+a(A; p) -+ TR'-+, (A; p)

in the top row of our diagram is the restriction map. We now turn our attention to
the bottom row of our diagram. We define

H-q(Cpn-_, T - ' ) := 7rq((F(E+, T-a))Cý"- ).

We refer to this spectrum H* as the group cohomology spectrum of Cpn-1. It is also
known as the homotopy fixed point spectrum. Similarly, we define

H-q(Cp,- 1, T - ') := rq((E A F(E+, T-'))cCpn" - ).

We refer to this spectrum as the Tate spectrum. From [12], Proposition 1.1,

7rq((E+ A T-a)CP" - ') - 7r q((E+ A F(E+, T-"))C" - l )

and we write Hq(Cp,-1, T - ) for both of these. This spectrum H. is referred to as
the group homology spectrum, or the homotopy orbit spectrum. Returning to our
diagram above, we have a diagram of long exact sequences:

Hq,(Cn-1, T -" ) ~ TR"+ (A; p) > TRn-,(A; p) -- >

H,(C,-n,1 T-) -i H-(Cpn-1 , T-') - I--H (Cpn-1, T- -)

The top row of this diagram is the fundamental long exact sequence of TR-groups.
The bottom row is the norm-restrcition sequence. We see that the bottom row de-
pends only on the dimension of a and not on the representation itself, and is thus
easier to compute. In particular, there are spectral sequences that allow us to compute
the groups on the bottom row. We have spectral sequences

,t = H-S(Cpn-, wt(T-a)) 1 H-S-t (Cp-1, T-Q),

E2f, = H,(Cp-1, 7t(T-O)) Hs-•+t(Cp.- , T-),

and
E2,, = H-S(Cpn-1, 7r(T-a)) - ]H--t(Cpn-1, T-Q)



4.2 Computations for Fp
We now turn our attention to the case A = F,.

Proposition 4.2.1. For q even, the norm-restriction diagram of long exact sequences
is of one of two forms. If q > -lal, the diagram is of the form

o Z/" _N TR"+,(Fp; p) R - TRn-1,(Fp p) _ · prn-1 >i

I -1 Ifn-1
0 Z/prn  Z 7//pn > Z/n-1 .n-1Z/pn-l___._

where rn = min(n, q + 1). If q < -jla, the diagram is of the form

S(TR±+a(Fp;p) -R n- TRn-1, (F, p) -) 0

-o 0 - Z/p Z/p ---0

We prove this proposition by using the above spectral sequences to evaluate the
homotopy groups of the Tate spectrum, the group homology spectrum, and the group
cohomology spectrum. We start with the Tate spectrum.

4.2.1 The Tate spectrum

Lemma 4.2.2. Letting [S- '] denote a shift in degree by -Ial,

H* (Cn, T(F,) A S-) SZ/pn{, & - 1}[S--], I 1 = 2.

To prove this lemma, we recall some results of Hesselholt and Madsen. Hesselholt
and Madsen ([12], Section 4) have computed that the spectral sequence

Et = H-9(C,n, rt(T(F,))) ý H-8-(C,, T(IF,))

has k2 term
k2 = AF( {u,} 0 SIF{t, t -_ } 0 SF {a}

where the classes un, t, a are in bidegrees (-1, 0), (-2, 0), (0, 2) respectively. The
notation SnF{t, t-'} denotes a polynomial algebra over Fp with generators t and t - .
Hesselholt and Madsen also computed that the non-zero differentials are given by

d2n+ lun = tn+lYn

and the spectral sequence converges to

H*(Cpn, T(]Fp)) - Sz/p I{&, - 1}, 81 = 2.



In our case we would like to look at the spectral sequence

ýEt= H-I(Cp, 7rt(T-')) =. H-S-t(Cp,, T-a).

We now verify that the E 2-term and differentials in this spectral sequence depend
only on the dimension of a, and not on which virtual representation it is of that
dimension. We first observe that we can write the E 2-term as

•t = H-s(Cp., 7rt(T(Fp) A S-A)) r H-'(Cp,, 7rt+ll(T(Fp))).

Since the C,n-action on T(Fp) comes from an S1 action, it is trivial on homotopy,
and hence this E 2-term doesn't depend on any information about the representation
a other than its dimension. Thus we write

E 2 (T(IF) A S-a) = E 2(T(Fp))[S-a] = (AI, {u,} 0 SFP{t, t-1} 0 SF,{a}) [S- 1]

where [S-a] denotes a shift in bidegree by (0, - at). We now look at the differentials
in this spectral sequence.

Lemma 4.2.3. For i, j e Z, j Ž 0, the classes t'aJ[S- a] E 2 (Cl, T- ) are perma-
nent cycles.

Proof. By [13] (Section 4),

S2(S1, T(Fp)) SF,{ t, t-1 10 SP (or

Thus,
E 2 (S1, T(]F) A S-A) = _ 2 (S 1, T(F,))[S-a]

is also concentrated in even total degree. Hence there are no differentials in this
spectral sequence. The canonical inclusion induces a map of spectral sequences

k2(S , T - a) ---t O(Cp, T-a).

By [13] (Section 4) this map has image

(SF,{t, t - '} 0 SF,(a)) [S-a] E 2 (Cpn, T-a)

and hence these classes are permanent cycles. O]

So we conclude that either

dr(untiaj[S-]) # 0

for some r > 2, or all differentials are zero. Suppose for some r, i, j this differential is
nonzero. Note that

E 2,t(C,, T(Fp) A S- ) = H-'(Cpn, rt+lal(T(Fp))) = 0



if t is odd. Hence r must be odd. So, we rewrite our non-zero differential as

d2r+1 (unti aj[S-]) = d2r+l (un)ti aJ[S-a].

Hesselholt and Madsen prove in [12] Lemma 4.4 that

d2r+1(Un) $ 0

only when r = n and in that case

d2n+l(Un) = tn+lan"

Thus the only nonzero differentials in the spectral sequence we are studying are
generated by

d2n+1(u,[S-Qa) = tn+1an[S- a]

and hence from [12], Section 4, this spectral sequence converges to

H*(Cn, T(Fp) A S- a) ' SZ/pn{, -l}[S-a], j&j = 2.

This proves Lemma 4.2.2.

4.2.2 The group homology spectrum

We now turn our attention to the group homology spectrum.

Lemma 4.2.4. For q even

Hq,(Cpn-, T - ) -

and

Hq_1 (Cpn-1, T - ) )=

{ Z/pr0

{/pr- 1

0

if q > -lai
if q < -Jai

if q > -Iai
if q < -IaI

where rn = min(n, q+1 + 1).

Proof. Recall from above that we have a spectral sequence

E, t = H,(Cp-1, rt(T(Fp) A S-O)) => HlEs+t(Cpn-, T(Fp) A S-c).

We can see easily from the spectral sequence for Hq that

Hq(Cpn-, T(Fp) A S - O) = 0 for q < -ail.

We now compute these groups for q > -IaI. Note that

Et = Hs(Cpn- 1, rt(T(Fp) A S-O)) H H,(Cp,-1, t+a10 (T(Fp)).



B6kstedt and Breen ([6], [4]) calculated that 7r,(T(F,)) - SF,(oa), Iall = 2. So our
E 2 term is

= Hs(Z/pn-1 , Z/p) = Z/p if t + a >20, even, s > 0{t 0 else

Viewing this E 2 term as the shifted first quadrant part of the k 2 term of the spectral
sequence computing the Tate cohomology, we have names for these classes. We have

E,2,t(Cpn, T(Fp) A S - c) = (SFp(t-') 0 S]Fp(a) 0 AFp(t- 1 n)) [S-].

In our discussion of the Tate spectrum above, we saw that the differentials in the
spectral sequence are generated by

d 2n+lun = tn+lon.

Using this and the fact that the extensions in the passage from
groups are maximally nontrivial, we can compute the groups we
exact sequence above. They look like:

E' to homotopy
need for our long

q Hq(Cp,, T -T)

-lal
-lal

-lal
-I~YI-lal
-la|

+0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5
+6

Z/p
Z/p
z/p 2

Z/p
Z/p 2

Z/p
z/p 2

HIq(Cp2, T - a)

Z/p
Z/p
Z/p 2

Z/p 2

Z/p3

Z/p 2

Z/p 3

Eq (Cp3, T - )

Z/p
Z/p
Z/p

2

z/p 2

Z/p3

Z/p3

Z/p 4

This gives the stated result. O

4.2.3 The group cohomology spectrum

Finally we look at the homotopy groups of the group cohomology spectrum.

Lemma 4.2.5. The homotopy groups of the group cohomology spectrum are given by

H-q(Cpn, T--) =
Z/p n+ l

Z/p n

0

q - al, even
q < I- al, even

else

Proof. Recall that we have a spectral sequence

E2, = H-S(Cpn, 7rt(T-c)) = H-S-t(Cpn, T-a)



If we look at the spectral sequence

E,= H-S(Cn, 7rt(T(Fp)) =- HP-t(Cpn,T(F,))

we see that the E2 term of this spectral sequence is the second quadrant part of the
E2-tern for our Tate spectral sequence. In other words, the E2-term for this group
cohomology spectral sequence is

E2 = AAF(Un) 0 SF (t) 0 S(F~).

Again, the differentials in this spectral sequence are generated by d2n+lUn = tn+lUn .

Hence we have
E = SFP(t) 0 SFP,(a)/tn+lI,.

As above, in our case this is shifted by the dimension of our representation cz. It
follows by [12] Section 4 that

( Z/pn+l q > - a , even
H-q((Cpn, T(Fp) A S - ) = Z/p n  q < - a-l, even

0 else

The results of Lemmas 4.2.2, 4.2.4, and 4.2.5, prove Proposition 4.2.1.





Chapter 5

Inductive method

The main result of this dissertation is the computation of TR'q+(IFp,; p), for all n E N,
q E Z even, and a E RO(S1 ). For a fixed virtual representation a, we make this
computation inductively on n.

5.1 Base case

The base case of our induction is the computation of TRI+qa(-1) (Fp; p). Note that

T 1 fZ/p q> -ja(n- 1) , even
TRq+a-1) (]p; p) q+la(n-11 (T(F)) 0 else

This is a shift of the homotopy groups

TRI (F,; p) ý- r,(T(Fp)) Sz/p 1a,

where lall = 2. For a fixed representation 0, we can consider TR1*+P(F p) as a
TR (F p; p) module, where * denotes an integer grading. The module TRI+0(Fp; p) is
a free TR (F,; p)-module of rank one with a generator in degree -I|l. Multiplication
by al gives an isomorphism

1 :" TR: +(Fp;p) TRq+2+ (Fp;p) , for q > -IiI, even.

Understanding the structure of the RO(S')-graded TR-groups as modules over Z-
graded TR is essential to our computations.

Note hat te groups TR1 nNote that the groups TR q+ depend only on the dimensions of P. Similarly, TRq+P
depends only on the dimensions of 3, P',... p(n-1)



5.2 Method for inductive step

In order to compute TRq+a(Fp; p) we use the norm-restriction diagram of long exact
sequences to work inductively. Given the group TRq+,(F,; p) and the map

1: TR- 1 ,(F; p) H-q(C,-1, T(F,) A S - ),

in the inductive step we compute the group TRq+~(Fp; p) and the map

n : TR+a(Fp; p) --+ H-(Cpn, T(Fp) A S-a).

Here 0 is any virtual representation in RO(S1 ) such that P' = a.
We first discuss how to compute the group TRaQ+(Fn ; p) and then how to compute

the map .n-
Recall rn = min(n, q+2-). Then for q + al >Ž 0 the diagram

o- HqN> TR n(Fp;p) R TR"n- 1 ,(Fp;p)-• Hq_1 -----

n-1 1 f -
is of the form

/> Z/rn NTR+,(nFp; p) R Z/P-l,,,_ E ... E Z/pln-ln-1 • Z/prn-1 >
j r, • °-l+ + - -

0 Z/prn Z/pn > Z/pn-1 ZW 1 7/pr,-i_.

where the map fi,n- 1 maps

Fi,n-l Z/pli,n-1 + Zipn-
1

We let
ki,_-1 = lengthz (ker Fi,n-1).

Without loss of generality, we suppose the summands are ordered such that k1,,_ 1 _
k2,n- 1 <_ ... kn-,n-1-

The following proposition computes li,, = lengthzP(Z/p'1i"), the lengths of the
summands as Zp-modules. This computation gives half of the induction step for
proving Theorem 1.0.1.

Proposition 5.2.1. For q even, there is an isomorphism of abelian groups

z/pet,n ae Z/pg•en a ... L Z/p1.n L TRw (#•,•p)

where the lengths Im,n are given as follows: Let gi,n-1 = li,n-1 - ki,n-, and w = #{1 <



i • n - likj,,-_1 r,}. We choose a permutation 7 E ng-1 satisfying the conditions

rn :5 kr(1),n-1 kr(2),n-1 ... • kr(w),n-1,

rn > kr(w+l),n-1, kr(w+ 2),n-1, . ..kr(n-1),n-1,

97g(w+l),n-1 > g9T(w+2),n-1 _ ... Ž_ g-7(n-1),n-1.

We can choose any permutation T meeting these conditions. Then

ln r if w = n- 1
1, min(n, rn + gr(w+1),n-1) else

For 1 < m < w, 1m+1,n = tI(m),n-1. For w + 2 < m < n - 1i:

f 1ir(m),n-1 if -r(v) < -(m) for some w + 1 < v < m
m,n g7(m),n-1 + kT(z),n-1 else

Here T(z) is the smallest number such that w + 1 < z < m. Finally, l1,, = kl,n- 1 if
w <n-1.

Before proving the proposition, we recall some general facts about diagrams of
exact sequences. Suppose we have a diagram of the form

0 - A C---- D -- --

l{ 1 11
0--+ A' - B' 31C' - D' ---D

The pullback
R ----> C

B' --- C'

makes the above diagram commute, and the sequence

0 ---- A --- R -- C --* D ---

is exact. Any group B making the diagram of exact sequences commute factors
through the pullback, giving a diagram of exact sequences

O - A - B B ---- C ---- D---

O ---- A--- R --- C --- D---

Then, by the five lemma, R ' B. So, up to isomorphism there is only one group
fitting into such a diagram of long exact sequences.
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To calculate TRq+~(Fp; p) we use the diagram of long exact sequences

-o Z/pr -- i- TR + R Z/p-1_1 /. ..- 0 pln - 1,-' 9 0/ r - 1

I rn - 1 I /R,n-i+ i - + f _- 1, _- 1
0 Z/pr .Z/p n Rh Z/pn-1 a h

The maps in the bottom row are given by Nh(1) - pn-, Rh(1) - pr-1 and a(1) - 1.
From above, the group TR"q+((Fp; p) is the pullback of the diagram

1 D ... lDn-1- l.... Z/ -ln-1,n-1

Z/pn Rh 1
Z/pZpn-

The following proposition evaluates this pullback.

Proposition 5.2.2. Let Fi,_-1 be a map of abelian groups

ri,n-l : Z/pli,n- I  Z/p n- 1 .

Suppose ki,,-1 = lengthzp(ker Fi,-1), and k1,,_ 1 5 k 2,n-1 <_..
following square is a pullback diagram

Z/pl I ,n ( Z/pl 2 ,n E ... E Z/p l n,n Z/pll,n-1 ( Z/p 2 ,n - 1

i 1,n
Z/pn

where the map Rh is given by Rh(1) "- pr-1 and the integers 4l,,, 1 < i
as follows: Let gi,n-1 - li,n-1 - ki,n-1. We choose a permutation T E
the conditions

r < k(l),n-1 K kT(2),n-1 • ... kr(w),n-1,

r > kr(w+1),n-1, kr(w+2),n-1, . .. kr(n-1),n-1,

g9(w+l),n-1 > g(r(w+2),n-1 Ž ... _ g7(n-1),n--1,

Then
r if w = n- 1

1
i,n = min(n, rn + gr(w+l),n-1) else

For 1 < m < w, Im+l,n = tr(m),n-1. For w + 2 < m < n - 1i:

S< k-_l,n_ 1. Then the

.. (D 7/p
ln - 1

,n - i

-1 -...-- n-1,n-1

Slr(m),n-1 if T
m,n = gr(m),n-1 + kr(z),n-1 else

(v) < T(m) for some w +1 v < m

Here r(z) is the smallest number such that w + 1 < z < m. Finally, ln,, = kl,_-1 if

Z/pr- 1

< n are defined
En-1 satisfying



w<n-1.

Proof. Let G denote the pullback of the above diagram. We would like to prove that

G ' Z/p"'" ® Z/pl2 ,n  ... D Z/p n,n.

By definition

G 1 (x, yl, Y2,-.. Yn-1) E Z/pn @ Z/pl1'n-1' ... ® Z/pn- 1,n-1

such that

pr-1 x = pn-1-gl,n-ly 1 + pn- 1-g2,n-ly 2 + .+ pn-1-gn-1,n-1yn-1-

We let gi,n-1 = li,n-1 - ki,n-1. We choose a permutation r E 'n-1 such that

r < k,(l),n- 1 < k •r(2),n-1 < ... < kr(w),n-1,

r > kr(w+l),n-1 < kr(w+2),n-1 ,5 ... kr(n-1),n-1,

gr(w+1),n-1 > g9(w+ 2),n-1 > ... - 9g7(n-1),n-1,

For each 1 < m < w the element

(i(m) = (pn--ge(m),-n-r
n , 0,... 1, 0,... 0) E Z/pp E Z/pln " - 1 ... E Z/pln-1,n-1

where the 1 is in the Yr(m) coordinate, generates a subgroup of G of order plr(m),n-1

Note that the different m give linearly independent elements of G. The element

(pn-r.1,0,... 0) E Z/pn ED Z/plln-I-D... D Z/p1n-1,n-i

generates a subgroup of G of order pr. If w = n - 1, ki,n-1 > rn for all 1 < i < n- 1,
so this element is linearly independent from the elements (j. So in the case w = n- 1
we have computed

G c- Z/p' D Z/pl1En G/ ... D Z/plt -1 n- 1.

Suppose then that w Z n - 1. For w + 1 < m < t, if kr(m),n-1 > Ir(m),n-1, then the
element

r/'(m) = (0, 0... 1, 0... 0) E Z/pn Z/p1, n- E.... ( /pln-1,n-1

which is non-zero only in the yr(m)-coordinate, generates a subgroup of length 1,(m),n-l.
For kr(m),n-l < tr(m),n1-l, w + 1 < m < n - 1, if lr(m),n-1 - kr-(m),n-1 + rn 5 n, we
consider the element

Ir(m) = (P
n - g

r(m),
n - - r

n, 0 ... 1, 0,... 0) Z/pn Z/pll,n-i ( ... (D Z/pln-1,n-1

where the 1 is in the y,(m)-coordinate. This generates an order pr+9,(m),n-1 subgroup



of G. If instead gr(m),n-I + rn > n, we consider the element

Vr(m) = (1, 0, .. .p 9 (m),n- +r -n , 0 ... 0) E Z/p"n E Z/pll,n-1 ED ... ED Z/pn-,n-1

where the second nonzero entry is in the yr(m)-coordinate. This generates a subgroup
of length n. For w + 2 < m < n - 1, w +1 < m' < m, consider also the elements

VT(m'),r(m) = (0, 0, ... , p (m'),n-1--r(m),n-1, 0... - 1, 0,... 0).

Here, the first nonzero term is in the yr(m')-coordinate, and the second nonzero term is
in the yr(m)-coordinate. These generate subgroups of length max(r(m),n-1_, g9(m),n-i +
kr(m,),n-1). Since we have ordered the summands such that kr(m),n-1 < kr(m'),n-I
exactly when T(m) • r(m'), we conclude that the length of this group is 1r(m),n-1 if
r(m') < T(m), and gr(m),n-1 + kr(m'),n-1 otherwise. Finally, consider the element

n-1 = (0, 91 ,9 -', 0, . .. 0).

which generates a subgroup of order pk'iCn-

Together, the elements above generate the group G. In order to identify this
group, we need to find a linearly independent set of generators that spans. For a
fixed w + 2 < m < n - 1 let m' be given by T(m') = min(r(i)Iw + 1 _ i < m). Our
set of generators is the following:

{)!r(w+l)}, {r (m)1 < m < w},

{7lr(m)I w + 2 < m < n - 1, kr(m),n-1 n _ >r(m),n-1 },

{V.(m),r(m')IW + 2 < m < n - 1, kr(m),n-1 < r(m),n-1}, {Vn-1}.

The summands in the proposition correspond to these generators in the following
way:

r(W+1) ý* Z/pli., (m) Z/plm+ln'" , 7r(m) F Z/pm,n,

Vr(m),r(m') Z/Plm '" , Vn-1 - Z/P " '"

Then the values of the lengths li,n follow directly from our analysis above. O

Proposition 5.2.1 then follows from Proposition 5.2.2. The proof of Proposition
5.2.2 above also determines the restriction map:

Z/p'1( " E ... E Z/pl'"  " TR"(Fp; P)

Z/p'in- E ... E Z/pln-•,n- I L- TRn-1 (Fp; p)

Note that we can write the isomorphism Lt as

Ln = Li,n -+ .. + Ln,n



where
Lj,n" Z/Pl j 'n -- TRq+a (Fp; p)

Then we can express the composite Rtj,n as

Ret,(a) =
1<i<n-1

where
Rtj n • :Z/pl'n __ Z/pl",-1.

We now determine the map R by specifying the maps R ,j,n.

Theorem 5.2.3. The maps Rý,j,n are given by the following. If i = T(w + 1):

pr+9g(w+,),n-l-n

if i = 7(m - 1)
else

For w < m - 1 <n:

1
-1

p7r(n
t ) , n - 

1 -9r(m),n-1

0

if i = T(m), kr(m),n-1
if i = r(m), kr(m),n-1l

> lr(m),n-1

< lr(m),n-1
if i = (m'), kr(m),n-1 < (m),n-1
else

If w < n - 1:
if i = 1
else

Proof. This follows directly from the proof of Proposition 5.2.2. O

Given the group TR-, (Fp; p) and the map Fn-1 on this group, we have nowGiven the group TR n1

calculated the group TRq+a(F; p). In order to complete the induction step we also

need to compute the map fn. We study this map in the next section.

if r, + gr(w+l),n-1 <5 n

if rn + 9r(w+l),n-1 > n

Ri,m,n(1) -

ti,n-1(Rfj,n(a))

R,,n(1) "

For i Z r(w + 1), Ri,I,n(1 ) = 0 . For l < m < n, if m - 1 < w:

,,91" - 10k ,q (1) = '- p0 n-

R{,. 1
"imn1 = o0





Chapter 6

The Map 1F

In this section we study the map

fn: TRq+n(Fp; p) -+ H-q(Cpn, T(Fp) A S - ")

for / E RO(S') with /' = a. Hesselholt and Madsen have proven the following
proposition about this map ([12], Addendum 8.1).

Proposition 6.0.4. The map Ln above induces isomorphisms on homotopy groups
in dimensions q > - min(IaI, la", ... .a(n-1) ).

Thus we are left to understand the map Fn for values of

q < - min(lal, ja"J,.. la(n-1)l).

We need to understand the module structure of TR"+ (Fp; p) as a TR (Fp; p)-module.
We first recall from [12], Proposition 4.4, that

TRn-(FP; p) = Sz/pn-1 {an_}

where laOn-l = 2, F(an-1) = on-2, V(an-2) = pan-,, and R(ano_) = pXn-1n-2,
where An- 1 E Z/pn-~ is a unit. It follows from [15], Theorem B (iii), that this unit
An-1 = 1.

There is a commutative diagram

TR (In ) o > TR"

TRq+.(IFp, T) Tq+2+a(Fp;p)

H-K'(Cpn; T(lF) A S - 0) r() , -q-2(C; T(F,) A S - O)

If we understand the maps given by multiplication by an we can use this commutative
diagram to understand the map ,n by inducting down on q.

To study multiplication by •n we consider several commutative diagrams. Since



F is a map of RO(S1 )-graded rings, we have a commutative diagram

TRq+~]aF, p) A TRq+2+a O P; p

IF 
F

TR "-(;)1 - 1 TRn-1 (;p)

Using the identity R(aU) = Pn-_l , we get a commutative diagram

Waq+a(F, p) q" > TRq+2+a (FP; p)

TR n - 1 (Fp; A pO'n-- TR n - 1  (]p;P)
q+a' q+2a q ]2+aFp p

Finally, the projection formula

w. V(y) = V(F(w) -y).

applied to w = a, e TRn(FP; p), and y e TR- I(FP; p) gives a commutative diagram

TRa(Fp; p ) I TR"+2+. .79

tv
TR n-1+n(-1n;p)-1

Rq+a(F;p) 0 TRq+2+(Fp;rP)

We use these commutative diagrams to aid in our computation of the maps an,
and hence the map n-.

6.1 Completion of the inductive step

We divide our study of the map fn into four lemmas, which we then use to prove
Theorem 1.0.1. In the remainder of this section we state and prove these four lemmas.
Let , E RO(S1 ) be a representation such that /' = a. Recall that for a summand
Z/p ti'"  of TRqn+,((Fp;p), q > - aI even, we have

r'i,n --: ZP ' " - -Q(Cpn-1, T(Fp,) A S - 3) - Z/p"

given by composite Fnti,n. Recall also that we defined ki,. = lengthzp( ker Fi,n). All
four lemmas focus on the computation of these values ki,,. The first lemma computes



6.1.1 Computation of kl,n

Lemma 6.1.1. Let q 2 -aaI even. Then the map

F ,n: Z/Pl' , Z/pn

is injective, and hence kl,n = 0.

We recall by Proposition 6.0.4 that there exists a v e Z such that

TR+a(Fp,; p) =- 1f'(Cpn,T(F1) A S - 0) Z/pn

for all s > v even. Thus if we iterate the map an sufficiently many times, we get a
map

(an)t : TR +.(Fp; p) _-* Z/p n.

We would like to study this map.

Proposition 6.1.2. For q > -lal even, the map

(aU)1,n :" ~Z/pln -- Z/p

given by the composite (an)til,n is injective.

Before proving this proposition, we demonstrate that if the proposition holds,
Lemma 6.1.1 follows easily. To see this, we assume the result of Proposition 6.1.2 and
consider the commutative diagram

TR+n +(F, p) ) TRq+2+a(Fp;p)

-g(Cpn; T(F,) A S - ) IH-q-2(Cpn; T(Fp) A S - 0)

Iterating the map an as in the above proposition, we get the commutative diagram

Z/p lin ( n... Z/pln,n (an) j , Z/pn

z/pn n(Z/p n

Since each map fn(an) is an isomorphism, the bottom composite (fn(Un))t is an
isomorphism. By Proposition 6.0.4 we can choose t large enough that the map Fn on
the right is an isomorphism. The map (Un)l,n is injective by the above proposition,
and hence the composite n (Ua)t),n is also injective. By commutativity, it then follows
that the map F1 ,n is injective. We now prove Proposition 6.1.2.

Proof. We induct on n. We have seen that for any a and q _ -lal even, the map

al : TRq+(F; p) -- TRq+2+a Pp



is an isomorphism, and hence the composite (al)m for any positive m is also an
isomorphism. This is the base case for our induction. Suppose we have chosen an
isomorphism

Z/p 1,n-1 E ... Z/pn-l1,n1 -- TRq+ (Fp;

We assume by induction that for any a, q 2 - la even, and appropriately chosen t',
the map

(n.-l),n- 1 Z/pli,n-1 + Z/pn-1

is injective. We would like to see that the map

(,t,1 : Z/p 1,n -- Z/pn

is injective. We can choose t large enough such that we have a map

(_)t : Z ,n-1 n-~ ,n- Z/p-n1 - a pn-

Then we have the commutative diagrams

Z/pI,,n D .. Z/pln,n (n) z/p

Z/p" .n-i )...Z/p. - (-) n/pn-1

and

it IV1 it  n-l )t Ivt
Z l/l 1,- 1 @ ... Z/pl _l,n- l - l- t Z/pn-1

The relations FV = p and VF = V(1) imply that the Verschiebung map on the
right, V, : Z/p n - 1 _+ Z/pn is injective. We have assumed by induction that on the
bottom the map (an-1)l,n-1 injects. Since the map V' is injective on the right side,
it follows that the composite

1Z/p on-1 -- Z/p n
V'(an-1)1,_n-1 : Zl/pn-1 pn

is injective.
By commutativity, this implies that the composite (an)tVt applied to Z/p"In-1 is

injective. This map factors through at least one summand of TRn (Fp; p). We want
the following simple lemma:

Lemma 6.1.3. If the composite map

Z/pa f b3 Z/p I Z/pc



is injective, then the maps f and g are both injective as well.

Proof. It is clear that the map f is injective, so f(1) - pb-a. Suppose g is not
injective. Then g(1) = vpc-b+l for some v E Z/pc. Then the composite gf is not
injective, which is a contradiction. O

We now prove that the map (un)tVL must factor through the first summand of
TRn+(FP;p), Z/p1l,n, and hence by Lemma 6.1.3, the map

(at z/pl Z/pn

is injective. Suppose we have specified the isomorphisms

Z/p1,n-1 D ... E Z/p'n-1,n-1 TR+a,(F,; p)

and

Z/lp'1n-2 0 ... ( Z/p''-2,n-2 - T2J -2 .

The Verschiebung and restriction maps give a commutative diagram

TRan ,(Fp; p) R W- n-1 (Fp; p)

TRn-1 (FP; p) R TR "- 2 , (Fp; p)

We can rewrite this diagram as

Z/phi,n ... . Z /p' n,n - Z/pln-1 p D... g Z/p-n- 2,n-2

Z/pl·-1 ® ... ® Z/pl •-_n-1 .-- Z/pn"n-2 >D... ® Z/pl2,n-2

We express the map

V' " Z/p',n-i --+ Ziplin (D ... E Ziplnt n

as
Vin-l(a) = Vi,•,n- l(a )

1<i<n

where

Vilj ,n-1 : Z9 1/,n-1 -- Z/pli,n

By Lemma 6.1.3, since the composite (an)tV ' is injective on the summand Z/p",n-1,

the map Vi',,,_n must be injective for some 1 < i < n, and for that i, the map (Un)%,n
must also inject. We now show that this value of i is 1.



Suppose first that the extension forming TRn-1 (Fj ; p) is non-trivial. We look at
the element

1 E Z/p"n- 1 - Rq+- Fp; p).

Let L denote r_ 1 + lr(WI,+1),n-2 - k(w,+1),n-2 By Theorem 5.2.3,

1 if i = T(' + 1), L < n -
Ri,1,n_1(1 ) • pL-n+l if T(w'+1), L > n- 1

0 else

Suppose the map Vji,n- 1 is injective for some j > 1. Using Proposition 5.2.1 we can
categorize the summands of TR+a(IF; p) into several categories.

First suppose that for this j, j - 1 < w. Then, by Proposition 5.2.1 and Theorem
5.2.3, we have an isomorphism

R:(jI)j~,:Z• ·" / t• 'n Z/p,-(j-l),n-1.

Note also that no other summand of TR"+±(Fp,;p) hits the summand Z/pn'((-1,)-1
via the restriction map. So, we conclude that the composite RLVi 1,n- maps

. p-(j-),n-1-L if i = j, L < n 1

RLV•L,n-l(1 )  plr(j-i),n-1-n+l if i = j, L > n- 1
0 else

By commutativity,

However, since k,< r' 1 there is no such map. Hence the map VYi,n-i
cannot be injective for j > 1 and j - 1 < w. So we now assume j - 1 > w.

The next case we consider is k,(j),nl Ž lT(j),_-l. Then by Proposition 5.2.1 and
Theorem 5.2.3 we have an isomorphism

R,(i),j,n ZP jn "+ t Z/pl,(j),n-1

Applying the same argument we used in the case above, it follows that the map

VIj,,_n cannot be injective for j > 1 such that k,(j),,_l >- 1,(j),n-l.
The last case to consider is j - 1 > w and k,(j),_l < 1,(j),n-1. By Proposition

5.2.1 either
Z/ptj,n C- Z/pl(j),n-1

or

Z/plj,n ' Z/pr9(j),n·--+kr(z),n-1

where T(z) is the smallest number such that w + 1 < z < m. In both cases we have

-- 1 if i= -(j)
(1)  pg(z),n--g(j),-1 if i = r(Z)

0 else



In the situation where Z/p'j n Y Z/p i
r(i

) ,~-1, the argument used in the earlier cases
applies directly, since no other summand hits the summand Z/p'•(f),n-1 via the re-
striction map. So, we are left to consider when Z/plj,1  Z/p9•(j),n-l+kr(z),n - 1

We note from Proposition 5.2.1 that if lj,n = g-(j),n-1 + kr(z),n-1, then either
11,n = rn+gr(z),n-1 or there exists some 1 < m < j such that Im,n = g9(z),n-1 + kr(z'),n-1
for some z'. Thus TRq±+(Fp; p) has a subsequence of summands of the form

Z/.p9(z),n-l+kr(w+1),n-1 E Z/pr(z2),n-1+kr(zl),n-1 ..

EEZ/1 g7(zs),n-l+kzs, ( /p9-r(z),n-1+kr(zs),n-1 (@ Zp90(j),n-1+kr(z),n-1

for some s.
Suppose the map

Vl,nl i Z/p
li n - 1  

Z/p
lj
.
n  

Z/pr(j),n-l+kr(z),n-1

is injective. Then the composite (R'(Vj1,n-1))i,1,n- 1 is given by

pr(j),n-1 +kr(z),n--I,n-1 if i = (j)if i = r(j)
(R'(VWtl,nl))i,1,n_1(1) •' p-()t),_n-'1,,_n-x if i = -(z)

0 else

We produce a contradiction by studying the Z/pr,(z),n-1 summand of TR n"-I (FP;p).

Our argument for the earlier cases relied on the fact that only one summand of
TRn+a(Fp; p) mapped to the summand of TRn-1 ,(F; p) we wanted to study, but that
is not true in this case. The summand

Z/plz,n Z/pg(z),n-1+kTr(zs),n-1

surjects onto the summand

Z/pt (z),n-1 L()•- - TRq+a/(Fp;p)

via the restriction map. So if
V,'l,n_ 1 (1) --- -__p,-,),n-1--,'_,,

the composite (RL(Vz, 1,n-1 + Vj l,nl))r(z),1,n-1(1) = 0. Indeed

--p 1r(z•),n-1-l,n-1 if i = T(Z,)

(R'(V,1,n-1. + Vj1 ,n-))i,1,n-1(1) pr(j),n-+kr(z),n-1-l',(j)

0 else

Again, we are in the situation where either the argument we used from the earlier
cases is now applicable, or else another summand maps to the Z/p'r(zs),n-1 summand
via the restriction. If we are in the latter case, we continue as above. Iterating this
argument, either the argument we used for the earlier cases applies at some stage, or



else the composite of maps

SRL(Vz 1, ,n-1 + Vz2, 1,n_, +... + Vz,l,n-1 + Vyj 1,n-1)
maps as

( _p ,(w+1),_-z1,n_- if i = T(w + 1)

i,,n-1(1) " pg-(),_,1+k,(z),n1 -l:,•I 1 if i = T(j)
0 else

Now, we can either apply the argument used in the earlier cases, or else there is
another term mapping to the Z/p-(w+),n-1 -coordinate to cancel the -p 1 r(w+1),.n-, 1 1 n-1.

By Theorem 5.2.3, the only other term mapping to that summand is the first term,

Z/pll,n Z/pr+g9 (w+1),n-

But noting that

r(w+1),n-1 - 11,n-1 < r + 9g(w+1),n-1 - 11,n-1

it follows that Z/p'•Ln-1 cannot map to the summand Z/pr+g(w+l),n-' in a way that
would cancel the _pl1 (w+1),,n--l11,n-1 in the T(w + 1)-coordinate. Thus, we apply the
argument we used in the other cases to show that the diagram cannot commute, and
hence Z/p" n-1 cannot map injectively to a summand of the form Z/p-(U),n-•1+k(z),n-

1

If w < n - 1 we need to check the case j = n separately. In this case the map

Vn,l,n-1 cannot inject because pr-1+9g(w'+1),n-2, the order of the summand Z/p 'ln-1,

is greater than the order of the summand Z/p'" "n, pki,n-1.

We have verified that the map V1,._ 1 can only be injective if j = 1. Thus the
injective map

(an)'(V zi1,-,) : Z/pl-1,-- Z/ni

can be written as (an)t(V1',n_)(1) ((Uan),,)(V1L,,1, 1)(1) and the map (an1), is
injective.

We now consider the case where the extension

. Z/p r.-_ Z/ p l' , _n-1 D ... Z/p -1,n-1 --- /p ZI,n-2( ... Z/p'-2 ,n- 2

forming TR•i (F,; p) is trivial. Then 1•n, = r_, where r_, = min(n- , ' + 1).
We again use the diagram relating V" and R' to compute the maps

1 •n- Zip -1 -=Zip ','- ' Zip"

Suppose the map VjI,n--1 is injective for some 1 < j < n. We consider the case j = n
separately. By Theorem 5.2.3, the map R'  is the zero map. Thus the composite
(V'RL)1,nI = 0. Hence, by commutativity the composite

'Vl,_, n Zip'-1 n Zip',n-- -+ i Z/Pll-'- 1 ... D Z/ ln - lP ' - I



is zero. If - 1 < w, we have an isomorphism

Since no other summand hits the Z/p1(r-1),n-1 summand under the restriction map,
this implies that the composite RLVLn- 1 is non-zero. This is a contradiction, and
hence the map Vi,,,_1 cannot be injective for such a j. We consider next the case
w < j - 1 and kr(j),n_l = 17(j),n_l. In this case the restriction map

R(j),j,n : Z/pl3," _+ Z/pi-rj),n-1

is again an isomorphism. As above, this gives a contradiction, so the map V.1,n-1
cannot be injective for such a value of j.

Suppose j - 1 > w and k,(j),n-1 < r(j),n--1. Then the composite

maps by (R'(Vj,,n,_1 )),(J),1,n_1(1) - -pli,,-r-. No other summand maps to the

Z/pl1(i)n,- 1 summand under the restriction map, so we must have

-plj,n-r _- = 0 E Z/pr(j
),n-1.

Hence lj,n - r_ 1 > lr(j),n-1 However,

l, - r'_ lr(j),n-i - kr(j),n-1 + kr(z),n-1 - r/ .

Since kr(z),n_l < rn it follows that kr(z),_l1 < r-,, and hence the left side of the
equality above is less than l,(j),n-l. This is a contradiction, and hence the map

VjI,n-1 is not injective.
As above, if w < n -1 we need to check the case j = n separately. Again, the map

Vn,,i-_ 1 cannot inject because pr('-+g9 .w ),n-2-, the order of the summand Z/p 1,n-1,

is greater than the order of the summand Z/p'" ," , pkin-.

We have verified that the map VYI',,_, can only be injective if j = 1, and hence
the map (an)t,n is injective.

This completes the proof. O

6.1.2 Computation of km,n for kr(m),n-l < rn

Lemma 6.1.4. Let rn = min(n, 1 + 1). Let 2 < m < n - 1. If kr(m),n-1 < rn then

km,n > Im,n - ll,n.

Proof. From Proposition 5.2.1, if kr(m),n-1 < r, the restriction map

R(mn),m,n : Z/plmr n + Z/p-r(m),n-1

is surjective. We would like to compute km,n. It follows by the definition of -(w + 1)
that g,(m),n-1i g9(w+1),n-1. By Proposition 5.2.1 lm,n = lr(m),n-1 or lm,n = 9-(m),n-l+



kT(z),n-1 for some z with k-r(z),n_ 1 < kr(m),n-1. In either case

11,n = min(n, rm + gr(w+l),n-1) 2 Im,n

since kr(z),n-1 < kr(m),n-1 < r, implies that

g7(m),n-1 + kr(z),n-1 < rn + gr(w+1),n-1-

It follows that the nonnegative integer km,n > Im,n - ll,n.

6.1.3 Computation of km+l,n for kr(m),n-1 _ rn

We now look at the case where kr(m),n-1 > rn.

Lemma 6.1.5. If k-(m),n•1 2 r, and g9(m),n-1 - g9-(w+i),n-l, then km+l,n _ lm+l,n -
11,n -

Proof. It follows from the commutative diagram relating the maps R and a that
km+1,n > kr(m),n-1 - rn. The hypothesis g9(m),n-l < gr(w+l),n-1 implies that

kr(m),n-1 - rn Ž l·r(m),n-1 - rn g7(w+l),n-1.

Since 11,n = r, + gr(w+1),n-1, the inequality km+l,n _ 1lm+l,n - 11,n follows.

Lemma 6.1.6. If kr(m),n-i > r, and g9(m),n-1 > 9-(w+1),n-1, then km+l,n = k-(m),n-l-
rn.

Proof. We compute km+l,n inductively using the commutative diagrams

Z/pll,n (@ ..- -. ( Zipl n ,
n (01n)' , zp n

I F 4 F

g ... Z/pl"- ,n_1 "-) Zp-l

Zp l l ,n ED .. .. (D Z/p ln ,n (On)t Z/p n

VL IVL

Z/p11'n-1 (@.

We induct on the value of n and within each n we induct on the value of gr(m),n-1 -
gr(w+l),n-l. Thus, we need as base cases, the cases where

gr(m),n-1 - 9g(w+l),n-1 = 1.



for all n. We also need to verify the lemma for the smallest n such that the hypotheses
of the lemma can be met. Recall that we have chosen an isomorphism

Z/p,' l 1 TRq+a(Fp; p)

where 11,1 = 0 or 1. The conditions of the lemma can only be met if r2 = 0, k1I, = 0,
and 11,1 = 1. In this case g1,1 - gr,(+l),l = 1, so we handle this case with the rest of
the base cases, which we now address.

Suppose kr(m),n-1 > r and gr(m),n-1 - gr(w+1),n-1 = 1. We want to prove that

km+i,n = kr(m),n-1 - r,. We consider the commutative diagram

n . n.
TR,q+a(]Fp,; p) TRa ++.,(Fp,; p)

TR•n 1 (p; p) pan-1 TRn-1

Using the chosen isomorphisms, we rewrite this diagram as

R4 R'
Z/... - Z/p'n-,n-1 p-. Z/pdi,1 e ... Z/pdn-1,n-

where to minimize confusion we use di,n to denote the orders of the summands of
TRq+2+c (Fp) in the same way we used l,n for TR(q+c(Fp;p).

We compute the map RL in Theorem 5.2.3. It follows from this explicit computa-
tion, and the commutativity of the diagram above, that km+l,n = kr(m),n-1 - rn.

Now, assume that the lemma holds for all TRn-1-groups and the TR"-groups and
values of v where

gr(v),n-1 - gr(w+l),n-1 < j - 1.
We demonstrate that it holds for TR"-groups and values of m where

gr(m),n-1 - gr(w+1),n-1 = j-

We do this using the commutative diagram relating maps F and an. We need to first
understand the relationship between the structure of TR n-1 (F; p) and the structure
of TR'- (Fp; p). We summarize this in the following proposition.

Proposition 6.1.7. Suppose we have chosen isomorphisms

if ln-1 n-l1•p )
Z/p 1,n-1 (1) Z/P') n-' - TRq+a (]PF )

Z/p 1,n-2 E ... ( Z/p " n-2,- n -- 2 TRq+, -2(F; p)



Then there is a permutation y-2 E En-2 such that 1" = 2(i),n2 ,n1 or 2(
i- -- 1n-2(i),n-2 ,n- i,n-1 2-2 (i),n-"

I , n- -1 for 1 < i < n - 2. Further k -- 2(i),n-2 = min(ki',ni, -Yn-2(i),n-2).

Proof. By our induction hypothesis, Lemma 6.1.6 holds for all TRn-l-groups. Thus
the recursive definition in the main theorem has been proven through TRn - 1. So
we can assume that the lengths 1i,n- 1 and ,_ 2 above are given by this recursive
definition. We then show inductively that the claim of the proposition holds. Recall
that

TR (; p) Z/p if q > -|a(n- 2)1
TRq(f_2 ) 0; p) { 0 else

We also computed earlier that k',l = 0. Applying the recusive definition we find that
if -I_("- 2 )I > _-a(n-1)-1

_ Z/p2 D 0 ifq > -lja(n-2)
TRq+(n- 2 ) (p; p) ( 0 Z/p if - I(n-2) > q -a (n - 1)J

0 • 0 else

If -|o(n-2)j <-I_(n-1)1:

SZ/p2E 0  ifq>2 -Ia("-2)1+2

TR +,(n-2) (p; p) Z/p ® 0 if q = -a (n-2)
0 e 0 else

In the case where -la("-1)I < q < -Ia(n- 2) - 2, k',2 = 1. Otherwise k', 2 = k',2 = 0.1,21,2 2,2
So we have computed l",2, k',2, l,, and k",1, and observed that l" = l,2 or =

11,2 - 1. Further k, = k, 2 . So the proposition holds in this case when yi is the
identity permutation. We now assume that the conclusion of the proposition holds
for

TRj - 1(f-j+l) (]pp) Z/p'",j- 1 D ... Z/p j--

and
TRj (-2( ,+l,) (F; p) ZZ/p ,j-2 ... Z/p: -2 j -2

and show that there exists 7Yj1 E Ej-1 such that 1"() lE,. or l"(i) = l•-1
for 1< i < j - 1, and k" = min(k, j-l_-(i),j-1)

Let r} = min(j, q+ll("-2)l + 1) and rý_ 1 = min(j - 1, q+ -) + 1). Observe that

r_ 1, = r3 or r I 1 = j - 1 and r, = j. In the latter case, the value w' = #{1 < i <
j- 1 Ik,_ 1  rj) = 0 and w" = #{1 < i < j - 21k! 2  rj-1} = 0 since the values

k:,j_, and k~j- 2 are bounded by j - 1 and j - 2 respectively. We continue to analyze
this case and then return to the r5_1 = rj case. By the recursive definition

1,= min(j, r + g'(),J-1)

and
1, = min(j, r +

t 1 - 3 _ j -1 + gr"1(1),j-2)"



By hypothesis, gj- 2 = gij-1 or gj-2 gi,j-1 - 1. In either case it follows that

' = 'l,or l, j-1 l' - 1, and in both cases kj_ 1 = k =j 0. So we let

-yj-(1) = 1. For 2 < m < j - 1, let T'(z') be the smallest number such that
1 <z' < m. Then

S r'(m),j_l if ff

m 9 gr'(m),j-1 + kr,(z),j-1 else

or some 1 < v < m, T'(v) < T'(m)

We choose -j_l(m) = Yj-2(T'(m)). It follows that 1' , (m),j- 1 ',j
l'- 1 and k" = min(km,, )). Finally 1 =

k, = 0.

or 1"
j- l (m),j-1 =k' = , =

We now look at the case r5 = r. The arguments for m = 1 and w' + 2 <
m < j - 1 are the same as above. So we want to look at 2 < m < w' + 1. Since

im,j = 1'(m--1),j-1, we choose yj_i(m) = yj-2(T'(m - 1)). Then 1",j1 = Im,j or
,j-1 , - 1. We now look the values k" m and k' By the recursiveS( -definition-

definition

, min(l,, k,(m-1),j 1 - r) if gr'(m-1),j-1 > 9r'(w'+l),j-1

else

We are either in the case where 2 < yj-1 (m) < w" + 1 or we are in the case where
w" + 2 < yj-l(m) < j - 1. Since rj = rj_1 we only would arrive in the later case if
k',( = k~,,(,(m)),2 + 1. By our induction hypothesis, this only occurs if

9r(m-1),j-1 = 9r"(a _j(m)),j-2 = 0.

In this case k' = lm, and k" (" In the case 2 < 'yj_(m) K
w" + 1, we have

kj _ (m),j- =- min(l1 (m),j 1, k",,(j- 2 (m)-l),j-2 -

if g>,,(_(j(m)-l),j-2 g"(w"+1),j-2" Otherwise, k"(m) = m Th
k = i' then k"m = 1  m Otherwise, k' = k"_(m)jl since

r'_1 and 7' and -" are chosen in such a way that k',(m1),• = k",,j-(m)-l),j-r/M 1'- T~"-j2( ) 1j 2

completes the proof.

us, if
r

This
El

Throughout the rest of the discussion, we drop the permutation -y (from Propo-
sition 6.1.7) from our notation, but we should keep in mind that the ordering of the
summands of TR+'-(Fp; p) and TR (-2(Fp; p) may not correspond exactly.

Now suppose we have kr(m),n-1 > rn and gr(m),n-1 - gr(w+1),n-1 = j. We are
interested in the map

((/n)p)mSl,n : Z/pl'(n)", _ Z/pn

We prove below that ((Un)t)r(m),n(1) - pn-gr(m),n"--rn, and hence km,n = kr(m),n--1 -rn.
If gr(m),n-1 - g9(w+1),n-1 > 2 then g'~(m),n-2 - g(w'+l),n-2 > 1. So we can proceed

inductively.



By the induction hypothesis

(On-l)m+l1,n-1(1) - pn-- (,n-2-

We argue below that it follows from this that

(Orn)m+l,n(1) pn-9,(n),n-1 -r.

We analyze the map (an)m+l,n by carefully studying the maps FL and V-. Recall the
commutative diagram

S VL (an- 1)t V

Zip 1,n-1 (... 0 /pn- n- Z/pn- 1

By induction, the composite

(V'(n-l )t)m+l,n-(1) - pn-1(m),n-2-rn-1

Hence

((Un )tV)m+1,n-1(1) - pn-9(),n- 2 n-1rl

Recall that r'_ 1 = min(n - 1, q+ + 1) and r, = min(n, I + 1). But r'_1 cannot
equal n - 1 since k (m),n_2  r- 1 and the hypothesis g'(m),n 2  (Ž+),
implies that k'(m),n- 2 < (m),n- 2. So, r_ 1 = r.-

Also note by Proposition 5.2.1 that l 1(m),2 m+ since k' > (m),17(m),n-2 =n+l,n-1.(m),n-2

Finally, note by Proposition 6.1.7 that l'(m),n-2 = I(m),n-1 or 1'(m),n-2 = l-(m),n1 - 1
and k'(m),n_ 2 = kr(m),n-1l since by hypothesis kr(m),n-1 < 1,(m),n-1. This implies that

'n+l,n-1 = lm+l,n or lm+l,n-_ = lm+l,n - 1. So we can rewrite the above composite as

((rn) V•)m+1,n-1(1) pn-Im+l,n+k-r(m),n-1-rn

if =l+l,n-= Ilm+l,n, and

((Orn)tVL)m+1,nl(1) - pn-lm+,1n+kr(m),n-_l-rn+1

if l1m+1,n-1 = lm+1,n - 1.

We now study the map

VA__,n_ 1 : Zipt''+l,n-1 -+ Z/ptll" (9... (@ Zip1 '"n.

Assume first that 1'+,,_,1 = lm+1,n Suppose

Vm+I,n-i(1) pa E Z/

We analyze for which i the composites Un.1( Vim+1,n-1) could contribute to the term



pn-l m+tln+kr(m ), n - l -rn In order for the composite

n-1 (Vi,m+1,n-1n)(1) pn-lm+,n+ki(m),
n - - rn

we must have
ai n - li,n  n - lm+1,n + kT(m),n-1 - rn-

So ai must satisfy the inequality

ai < li,n - rn - 9gr(m),n-1

First consider i > w + 1, and hence k,(i),n-1 < rn. By Proposition 5.2.1 either
li,n = l,(i),n-1 or li,n = gsr(i),n-1 + kT(,),fl. In either case, since

g9r(m),n-1 > g97(w+1l),n-1 > g97(i),n-1,

the inequality above says that ai < 0. This is a contradiction, and hence for these
values of i, the composite o•_n (Vim+l,n-1) cannot contribute to pn-Im+1,n+kr(m),n-l-rn

We now look at 2 < i < w + 1 such that gr(i-1),n-1 < g-r(w+1),n-1. By the argument
above, the composite on- 1 (Vim+1,n-1) cannot contribute to pn-lm+l,n+kr(m),n- -rn. We
are left with 2 < i < w + 1 such that g,(i-1),n-1 > g,(w+l),n-1. These are exactly the
i satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma. We now look at 2 < i < w + 1, satisfying
the hypotheses of the lemma. By the induction hypothesis, the lemma already holds
for those i where

g9r(m),n-1 > 9gr(i-1),n-1-

Hence

(rn)),n (1) = pn-li,n+kl(i-l),n-1-rT

It follows that

ai (i,n - kTr(i-1),n-1) - (lm+l,n - kr(m),n-1) < 0.

This is a contradiction, so no such value of i can contribute to pn-lm+i,n+kr(m),ni--rn

So, the only values of i for which the composite nl(Vi m+im+l,n-1) can contribute to

pn-lm+l,n,+k,(m.),n--1-rn are those 2 < i < w + 1 such that g(i_-1),n_- > gr(m),n-1 >

!7T(w+1),n-1

We now go through the values of j from 2 to m + 1, which satisfy the hypotheses
of the lemma, and show that kj,n = k,(j-1),n-1 - rn. Suppose that for these values of
j the summands are ordered such that

gr(l),n- > _ 9(2),n-1 _ ..- g(j),n-1 ... >• 9g(w),n-1

where if g,(i),n-1 = gT(i+1),n-1, then 1r(i),n-1 < 1r(i+1),n-1. If the summands are not
ordered in this way, we temporarily permute them to meet these conditions. Let
j = 2. Suppose that

i,2,n- -



for 2 < i < w + 1 such that g9(i-l),n-1 > gr(w+1 ),n-1. Recall the commutative diagram

relating the maps V and R

Z p
ll n I... @ Zpl

n n  
R1 Zp

l
1
l n - 1  I.. Zp

n - l n - 1

vI vI

1 n-  ... /P l'n -1,n- 1 Z/p l,n-2 e... D Z/pln-2,n- 2

Since the restriction maps R 1),in- 1 and R'(i_1),in are identity maps, this implies

that the Verschiebung map on the left has

VT(i )(-1),7(1),n-2 ai

We look at this map in the commutative diagram

Z/pll n -
1 e. Z/pIn-

l n -  (Un-I)t /p n -

SI/VL f)t Ivt
Z/pl1,n-2 ... n Z/p'-2,n-2 n-2)t Z n- 2

The composite

(Un-l)t(V(1),n-2) pn-l-g((i-1),n-l+ai

By commutativity, this also equals

V(-2 (1),n-2 (1n-1--gr(1),n-1

For all i > 2, g,(i-1),n-1 < g9r(),n-1, and in the cases where they are equal l~(i-1),n-1 >

1,(1),n-1 and hence ai > 1. Thus it follows that in order for the diagram to commute,
we must have al = 0.

We return to the composite

(n)t(V2,n-1)(1) = pn-gj,+a.

By commutativity this equals

V'(a)n-ll) = pn-1-12,n+k,(i),

For the summands above to contribute to the term pn--1-12,n+k,(1),n we must have

S<However, -follows fr2,om the diagram relat ),ing ) -R that ,n (i-),n-

However, it follows from the diagram relating o and R that kin > kT(i-1),n-1 - rn



Thus this inequality implies that

ai 5 gr(i-1),n - g9r(1),n.

The right side of this inequality is less than or equal to zero if i = 2. Further, when
it is zero, Ir(i-1),n-1 > 7l(1),n-1 and hence ai > 1. This is a contraction, so no such
ai exist. Thus we conclude that k2,n = kI(1),n-l - r. We then suppose that we have
shown that kj,, = k,(j-1),n-1 - r, and prove that k,n = kr(v-1),n-1 - rn for the next
largest j < v < w + 1 satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma. Again assume that

i,v,n-1

for some values bi. The commutative diagram relating V and R shows that b, = 0.
For i > v the same argument as above shows that these terms cannot contribute to
the composite

Vt(an-l),n-1 (1) = pn-1-1v,,+kr(v-1),n

We now restrict our attention to the terms where i < v. The diagram relating V and
a gives us the relation

n-gi,n+bi - n-lv,n+kr(v-l),nl-rn

i=2

where i only takes the values such that g,(i-1),n-1 > g(w±1+l),n-1. We have assumed
that for such i < v, ki,n = kr(i_),n-1 - rn, so we can rewrite the above equality as

i=v-1

- p+n-li,n+k,(i-1),n--rn+bi + n-gv,n -pn-l,n+kr(v-1),_l--rn

i=2

The diagram relating R and V in conjunction with the diagram relating V and a
gives the relation

i=v
pn-1i,n+kr(i-1),n-1+ai -- n-ly,n+kr(v-1),n-1

i=2

Together these two equalities imply that kv,n = kr(v-1),n-1 - rn. Thus by induction
km+l,n = kr(m),n-1 - rn. In the case where 1m+1,n = lm+l,n-1 + 1, we find that

Vm+1,m+l,nl(1) p and F~+l,m+l,n-•(1) " 1. Then we proceed with the same
argument as above. OI





Chapter 7

Computation of TRna(Fp; p)

7.1 Proofs of main theorems

We now give a proof of the main theorem.

Proof. The computation of TR+a(_n-l) (F,; p) is discussed in section 5. Suppose

TR1j (nj+l (Fp; p) ' Z/pl,-1 j -11 1 ... (@ Z/p.- l ,j - 1

and kij_1 = lengthz,(kerFij-1). The lengths li,j follow directly from Proposition
5.2.1 and we have

TR+(, (F,; p) Z/p '1 E Z/pl2, j E ... E Z/p" ,'j .

In order to proceed inductively, we need to compute ki,j for 1 < i < j.
Lemma 6.1.1 determines the value kl,j = 0. We now determine values km,j for

1 < m < j. We divide our analysis into three cases:

kr(m),j-l < rj,

kr(m),j-1 > rj and gr(m),j-1 5 gr7(w+1),j-1,

kr(m),j-1 > rj and gr(m),j-1 > g7(w+l),j-1.-

Lemma 6.1.4 determines that in the first case, km,j I1m,j - l1,j. Since we determined
above that kyj = 0, this implies that glj > gm,j.Similarly, Lemma 6.1.5 determines
that in the second case km+l,j _ Im+l,j - li,j and consequently glj > gm+l,j.

In the first case, in the computation of TRj + g (Fp;p), gl,j > gm,j. Hence we

do not need to know the exact value of km,j to compute the group TRj + 1(,_j, (F,; p).
In particular, although Proposition 5.2.1 assumes by hypothesis that the summands
are ordered such that the values of ks,j are non-decreasing from left to right, if we
know that k1,j 5 km,, and gl,j > gm,j, we don't need to know the relation of km,j to
the other ki,j, 2 < i < j.

Further, the inequality gl,j gim,, implies that we are again in case 1 or 2 when



we compute the value kr-1(m),j+l. Thus, knowing that km,j > Im,j - li,j is all the
information we need to proceed inductively. Although we don't necessarily need to
specify a value for km,j, for simplicity we set km,j = lm,j. In the second case we apply
the same argument and set km+l,j = Iml+l,j

In case three above, Lemma 6.1.6 determines that km+l,j = kr(m),mj-1 - rj. This
completes the proof of the theorem.

We now compute the orders of the groups TR_ +,(IFp,;p) when q is even. These
are the groups indexed by the odd-dimensional representations in RO(S 1).

We denote by TR q_+(IFp;p)I the order of the group TR (F;p) With the
notation introduced in Theorem 1.0.1, we have the following proposition

Proposition 7.1.1. The group TR__-+a(n )(IFp;p) = 0. The order of the group
TR_,,l+(F,;p) is given by

TRn +a(Fp, p)= pSI n -1+(F P)

where S is
S max(0, r, - 1) if rr + gr(w+l),n- < n

Sr + 9 T(w+1),n-1 - n else

for rT = min(n, qj + 1).

Proof. The first claim follows from the discussion of TR1 -groups in Section 5. In
Proposition 5.2.1 we classified the possible extensions that arise in the long exact
sequence of TR-groups for q even. We consider what happens with the adjacent odd
groups in each case. Recall the long exact sequence is

0> Hq N--> TR TR I+ TR n-1 a Hq-1 N TRn Ra TR n-1 oq-l+a T~q+a --- q-l+a ,

where we have omitted some arguments in the interest of readability. Recall that for
q even,

Hq(Cpn- 1, T(F,) A S - a ) , ,//pmax(Orn)

and
HwIq1(Cpn- 1, T(Fp) A S -Q) C Z/pmax(O,rn- 1)

So if rn < 1, we have an exact sequence

0 TRn R TRn-1 0Tq-l+a T q-l+a,

and hence ITRQ_ 1 +j(F,;p)| = ITRn- 1 ,f(F,;p), and S = 0. In the cases of our
classification where r + g,(w+l),n--1 < n the map 0 is zero. Hence ITRln +i(Fp;p) =
prn-1 TRnI (F,; np)|.

In the case where r + gT(w+l),• 1 > n,

(1) - pn-l1-g(w+l),n-1



It then follows that prn+(w+l),n-l -n ITRQ_ 1+ (F; p)l = ITRnq ,l(F; p)+.

From this proposition we get the following recursive method for computing the
orders of the groups indexed by odd-dimensional representations.

Theorem 7.1.2. For q even, the order of the group TR n_ 1 +a (Fp; p) is pdn where dn

is given as follows. Let dl = 0. For 2 < j 5 n define rj = min(j, q+la(n-j) + 1). Then:

df = d_+ max(0, rj - 1) if rj + 9g(w+l),j-1 j
Sr + gr(w+,),j-1 - j else

Proof. The theorem follows from iterated applications of Proposition 7.1.1. O

While this theorem computes the order of the abelian group TRnIl_+ (F; p), it
does not compute which abelian group it is.

Remark 1. Recall from the computations in section 4 that for q even,

iHnq-l(Cn,T(F,) A S-Q) - Hq-l (Cn, T(F,) A S - O) = 0.

So the norm-restriction diagram of long exact sequences is of the form
H •q-1 - TRq-lo(•p,; P) - TRqýn-1 (]Fp; p) > [ H"q-2

.9 

ýq -1 N TRq-l+a(Fa

]-•- 1 >_ 0 0 ) !•q--2

Thus, while we can use our computation of the map o to determine the order of the
group TRq+a (F,; p), we cannot use the map En-1 to determine the extension as we
did in the case of q even.

7.2 Special cases

We now interpret the main theorem in a few special cases.

Corollary 7.2.1. Let a be a virtual representation of the form a = 0 - 0. Then for
all q even we have

TRna(Fp,; p) = Z/pL

where L is given as follows: Let m be such that -la(n-m)I < q 5 -IC(n-m+l)I. Let

rj = min(j, q+la(n-jl + 1). Set 11,m = rm. Letting j range from m + 1 to n,

11,j = min(j, 11-1 + rj).

Then L = l1,,.



Proof. For a representation a of this form,

and given the hypotheses of the corollary,

rl 2 _< -... rm-1 < 0 < rm < ... rn

From the recursive definition in Theorem 1.0.1 we know that for j < m, all l,i = 0,
1 < i < j. It follows that ll,m = rm, ki,m = 0, and li,m = ki,m = 0 for 2 < i < m. We
show by induction that for all j from m to n, ll,j 0, k1,j = 0, and li,j = ki,j = 0
for 2 < i < j. We have already noted that this holds for j = m. If it holds for j
it holds for j + 1 by the recursive definition. Thus TR+(IF'; p) is a cyclic group.
The order of this group as stated in the corollary follows directly from the recursive
definition. O

Corollary 7.2.2. Let a be a representation of the form a = 0 - y. Then for all q
even

TR+(Fp; p) ! Z/pm

where m is the number such that

-Ia(n-m) < q < _-1a(n-m-1)i.

Proof. For a representation a of this form,

- (n-1) -a(n-2) ... -Ja

and
rn rn- ...I rm+l 5 0 < rm < ... < rl.

Following the recursive definition in Theorem 1.0.1, 1,1 = 1 and k1,1 = 0. We show
inductively that l1,j = j and klj = 0 for 1 < j < m. We have just observed that this
holds for j = 1. Now suppose it holds for j - 1. Then by the recursive definition

lij = min(j, rj + gr(,w+1),-1) = min(j, rj + ll,j-1) = j.

It is also clear that li4, = 0 for all 2 < i < j. So l1,m = m and li,m = 0 for 2 < i < m.
Continuing the recursion, we see that the group is unchanged for j > m, since in those
cases w = j -1, and rj < 0 so the summand 11j, = 0. Thus TR+n(h(Fp; p) = Z/p m . E

The second corollary agrees with the result given by Hesselholt and Madsen in
this case ( [12], Proposition 8.1). We have now seen that if a is an actual real
representation of S1 , or zero minus an actual representation, the TR-groups we are
calculating are all cyclic.



Chapter 8

TR as a Mackey Functor

We can also consider TR-theory as a Z-graded or RO(S')-graded Mackey functor.
Then we are able to exploit the homological algebra tools developed by Lewis and
Mandell [18] for Mackey functors to further study TR-groups.

For a G-spectrum Y, the homotopy groups of Y form a Z-graded Mackey functor.
To a coset G/H we associate the abelian group

(zY)(G/H) = rHY = [Sq A G/H+, Y]G.

Let K C H be a subgroup. Inclusion of fixed points gives a map LHIY --+ 7y and
an associated transfer 7rqKy - rHy. Similarly, for such a G-spectrum Y, there is an
associated RO(G)-graded Mackey functor with abelian group

(,_Y)(G/H) = 7rHY = [SO A G/H+, Y A S'Y]G.

for a E RO(G), a = [P] - [y].
These homotopy Mackey functors allow us to consider the TR-theory of IF, as an

S1-Mackey functor. We write TR, for the Mackey functor:

TR,(Sl/Cp,) = TR,+ (Fp;p).

We can consider this as either a Z-graded Mackey functor or as an RO(S1 )-graded
Mackey functor, depending on which version of the TR-groups we are interested in
considering. To simplify matters we also want to look at the CP-Mackey functor TRS2
which is our Mackey functor TR, restricted to the subgroup C, of S1 .

Lewis and Mandell have developed a theory of homological algebra for Z and
RO(S1 )-graded Mackey functors. In particular they have developed universal coeffi-
cient and Kunneth spectral sequences for graded Mackey functors.

The categories of Z-graded Mackey functors and RO(S1)-graded Mackey functors
each have a symmetric monoidal product, the box product, denoted O. They also
have an adjoint function object functor, denoted (-, -). Then for R, a graded
Mackey functor ring, and L,, M, Mackey functor modules over R,, one can construct
derived functors of 0 and (-, -). Let TorR * (N,, M,) be the sth left derived functor
of NR, M",. Let Ext. (L,, M,) be the sth right derived functor of (L,, M,) R*



8.1 Tor computation

To demonstrate the computational tools that this viewpoint provides, we want to
consider the following spectral sequence of Lewis and Mandell ([18], Theorem 1.3).

Theorem 8.1.1. Let X and Y be G-spectra indexed on the same universe. There is
a naturally strongly convergent homology spectral sequence of R, - modules

E2, = To ;(RX, RY) => R 4 ,+r(X A Y).

Here we have the convention that Tor;(R,*X, RY) = (Tor* (R,X, R,Y)),. The

homological grading s is a nonnegative integer, and the grading T can be in Z or
RO(S1 ). We consider this spectral sequence when X = S - a, Y = S", R = TR,<2,
and the grading T E Z. Note that we are considering this spectral sequence as a
spectral sequence of Z-graded Mackey functors.

We introduce some notation, and then do an example of how this spectral sequence
can be used to study TR-theory. Recall that elements of RO(S 1) are formal differences
of isomorphism classes of S1-representation, or virtual representations. Let Akl,...kn
denote the real 2n-dimensional representation of S1 given by C(k 1) C(k k2)E....(DC(kn)
where C(k) denotes the representation of S1 on C by the k-fold power map. Then a
general element a of RO(S') can be written in the form

a = Ak l,....k. - Aill.... + q2

for some q E Z.

Example 8.1.2. As an example, we study the spectral sequence

TorT R  (TR , TR , TR<2

In order to do this we need to form a projective resolution of TR••-<2 as a TRf 2 -

module. We first recall the Mackey functor TR < 2

V

Z/p[o] Z/p 2[a]
F

where a is a polynomial generator in degree 2. The Frobenius map is determined
by F(1) = 1, and F(a) = a. The Verschiebung is determined by V(1) = p, and
V(a) = pa. We next need to determine the structure of TR-_x2 as a Mackey functor

module over TR< 2 . Applying the recursive method before Theorem 1.0.1 to the
representation a = -A 1,1 computes the groups TR x_,l1 (F,; p) and the action of a on

TRq-Al,, (F,; p). In particular, for TR1 we get:

TR 1 a(]Fp) 1 TR'+(F ) TR• (]Fp)



is given by
0 Z/pid Z/ id Z/p id

For TR2 we compute that

TRo+a(Fl;) p- TR•+, ;P) -- TR4+(F;p) -- TR6+(F;p) - -.

is given by
Z/p N Z/p22 d /p2  ..

Thus, if we rewrite our above Mackey functor TR_2 as

V
TR1 TR2

F

then we can write TR, 2  as

VT1 ----- T 2
TR [u4] 1 TR.[eo, e2, e4 ]/(peo, ue0, Pe2, 9-e2 - pe4 )

F

where tU41 = 1e4J = 4, e2| = 2, and Ieo| = 0. The maps F, V are given by F(e 4) =4,
and F(eo) F(e 2) = 0, V(u 4) = pe 4. We would like to resolve this Mackey functor
module via projective TR<2 Mackey functor modules. We first need to ask what such
a projective module looks like. Lewis and Mandell determine that if R is a Mackey
functor ring, then an R,-module is projective if and only if it is a direct summand
of a direct sum of R,-modules of the form R,, E1Z BJB/H. Here, Bx is the graded
Mackey functor concentrated in degree zero, such that in degree zero it is given by
13G(-, X), maps in the Burnside category. Lewis and Mandell prove that

(E' Bx DM,), M_-+c(X x Y)

so we are able to undertand these projective modules fairly easily. Let us consider
the two Mackey functor modules Er B5••p/cpO, TRF2 and E• Bp/*Oc TR 2 . We can
see that

(E , BP ,/CPDTR,2)q(C,/*) = TRI• q(C,/,) = TR 1+q

(EL B~/IC Eo TR2" TR<2 2=_, = TR -T+q(Cp/Cp) = TR-+q

Similarly,

(C' B /*o TR'2),(Cp/s) = TR<2  (C,/ *x OC/*) = epTR(E B••/*D TR<2)q(Cp/Cp) = TR:< (C,/ * xC,/C,) = TR
Suse projeive modules of these two forms. The first form gives us shifts of the+q

We use projective modules of these two forms. The first form gives us shifts of the



Mackey functor ring that we are resolving over. We can write this as

V
TRa[im] 2 TR2[jm]

F

where IimI = Ijm| = m, and F(jm) = im and V(im) = pjm. The second type of

projective module can be written

V

pTR, [vm] E TR [wm]
F

Here the Frobenius map is the diagonal map and the Verschiebung is the fold map.
Now we would like to resolve the Mackey functor TR_,•,<2  as a TRf2-module. Fig-
ure 8-1 is such a projective resolution.

The maps q5 are given as follows. The map qo is determined by:

i 4 - U4
j4 - e4

i2 0

j2 e2

io 0H
o30 eo

The map 01 is given by:

i4 - -+ i2

j4 - (Pj47 -0j2)

The map 02 is generated by:

(v4, 0, ... , 0) ((v27 0, ,.. .,), (-v4, v4,,. ... 0))

(X2 , O, ... , O) t-* ((VO, O, ... ,o), (- 22, Xo0 . . , 0))
W F (pji, •W2)

wo H 0O

The map 03 is generated by:

(v4,0,.. ., 0) (( v2, 0,.., 0) i4)
(vo, 0, ... , 0) (2 o,- o, 0, ... , 0)

W4 'W 2

o map is determined by:

Finally, the map 04 is determined by:

i4 2 (-i2, -(V4 , v4,..., V4))
12 i (o, -(2 , 2, 2... X2))

i2 0

j2 3 Pj2

i 2 H (V2 , V2 , V2 , . ., V2)

io - (Vo, 0o, vo, I ... , vo)

W2 0 0

Y2 H- (awo, -pk 2)

(v2, 0,. . ., 0) (v2 - 2, 0, ... , 0)

( 2, 0,. .., 0) -+ ((vo, 0,..., 0), i2)
j2 H W2

Y2 F- rWO

jo f-* 0

Jo ý-- Pio
j4 (j 2 , -W 4)

Y2 0 (U -Y2)

On any coordinates we have omitted in the images, the mappings above go to zero.
Observe also that for maps from terms of the form (, TR1 [vm] we have only spec-

(V2, 0, ... , 0) -+ i2

W2 F- Pj2

(o, 0, ... ,0) - io

Wo - Pjo

12 H CiO
k2 ajo



0 0

TR[u4] - TR,[ eo, e2, e4 /(peo, aeo, pe2, ae2 - pe4 )

)o 4o
TRI [i4] E TR 2[i2] TR [io] ' TR[j4] TR 2[j 2] D TR 2 [jo]

TRIi4 p TR1 v2
S[[ TRw2[j4] $ TR.[w2] 9 TR, [wo] D TR, [k2]

p, TR [vol ( TR. [12]

02 1 02

(, TR [v4] • e, TR, [v2 ]®

[21 TR1 [w4] 2 TR1[w21 E TR, [wo] 0 TR1 [y2]

0 1 I3
ep TR'[vo] D $, TR, [X2] RW T4R[4 23

TRI[i4] e TR1 [i 2]
S TR2 [j4] 2 TR2[ji] $ TR,2[jo] $ TR2 [k2]

TR [io] 0 TR1 [12]

TR [i
4

] TR [v
2

]

T TR2 [j4] E TR, [W2] $ TR, [wo] D TR 2[k2]
P, TR1 [vo] E TR [12]

Figure 8-1: Projective resolution of TR 2 X,

ified the maps on the first summand of this direct sum. All maps in the projective
resolution are required to be Cp-equivariant. On most terms C, acts as the identity,
but on terms of the form $p TR [vm] it permutes factors. Thus we need only specify
the above maps on one of the summands.

In figure 8-2 we rewrite this projective resolution using the notation

E- TR <2 = 7BCp/Cp-] T_<2
_p CLR



and
7 2 J 7 BCp/{e} TR 2
{e} * *___

0

TR<2

4
, TR<22 e} <

2 TR.- 2  
<_2 TP 2

E4 <T-2 ® <2 Ti 2 O TR 2 2 TR 2

C,{)-* () E -R

®4 TR:2 2Cp 2 EC T< 2 E•2 TR<2

Je}ITR 2 (D E2 TR:52 (D E1

E4 TR 52 (1) <2 0 TR 2 2 TR•2

, -2 Tp"2e  
2  -o 2 < 2  <2{D E2 T E 9 C , -e }c 2. (D - Ri ,i e p-==

Figure 8-2: Projective resolution of TR2,1 1 (revisited)

To form the Mackey functor TorT• (TR 12 ,TR ) that we are interested
in, we need to take the box product of the above resolution with the Mackey functor
module TR, 2  over the Mackey functor ring TRf2. We can write this Mackey
functor module as

V

TRl [w-4] TRJ[f-4, 9- 2, m_-3]/ (pf 4, pm-3, cm_3, af 4 - pg9-2)
F

where the subscripts indicate the degrees of the generators. The maps F, V are
given by F(f-4) = F(m_3) = 0, F(g_2) = aw-4 and V(w-4) = f-4. We take the
box product of the above projective resolution with TR2+~,1 over TR 2. Using the
property that

TR 2  2TR 2 TR<2
R*+\,1 [ <TR . - *+Ai,i



we get the complex in figure 8-3

0

E4 TR<2 N-2 TR •<2  o TR<2cp-*"CP[•'cp- *+-•-,l e r +A "1,1

E4 pp:<2 2 <2 -0 2 2 <2

E4 T,<2 ( e +--22 R 2  r TR••< 2  2 TR<2
Wethen{om te}-*+A, h{e}p-*+A1,1 f e-*+AI, g

/4 {}<2 ( a2 mTR<2 -0, a tTR <2 (DE2 TRh<2

e} (TR' - TRI) n •E-+ {eR R) EC +Xlp

CPr (/ 1'+,) 1 fo 2 A1',1 2 c )(C,\)i. We find+A th
E4 r-<2 2 !2 N-0 T<2 2 -TR<2CpJ-L"."+,\.1 ( ) ' T,,• •*+, C1,1 Ie R*+A\, D•-+- T* +,l,1

Figure 8-3: Complex computing Tor

The maps are induced from the maps described above.
TR :2  <2 <2

We then compute the groups Tor (TRTRR~1  TR~2 _) by computing the ho-
mology of this complex. It is easy to verify that if we evaluate the complex above at
Cp/{e}, it has homology only in degree 0, and there we find that

To TR<-2 (IR:,ý2'X1,(T <2 )(C/{e}) TR Z/p[a]

where Jai = 2. Thus, the spectral sequence we are interested in collapses at the E2-
term in this case. We now evaluate the complex at Cp/Cp. For ease of notation we

<2 <2
write To •r (Cp/Cp) for TorT (TRwa ,, TR,+ 2 ,w,_)(Cp/Cp). We find that

ToR <- (Cp/Cp) TR.[fo, g2, ml, go, m1 l, g 27, m-31]/

where the relations r are given by

(Pg-2, Pfo, pr1,pm-3, pm_-,, Ugo, Uag-, Uam_3, , am -, m fo - Pg2).



We compute
To 2TR 

2  
2[ Tl]/

(C/C) TRl [t_4, t-2]/0,

and
T 2 - (Cp/C [ , m 3 f- -2, (g- 2 - 2) (go0 - to)]/'-

where the relations r. are given by

pm-l, am_l, pm- 3, am_3, af-4, f-2, p(g-2 - t 2), (9- 2 - 2), p(go - to), U(go - to)

Finally, we compute

Since the projective resolution repeats, the remaining Tor 2 (Cp/Cp) groups are
given by

TR < 2  TR < 2

To-r7 (Cp/Cp) = TorT,, (CP/CP)

for s > 1.
These computations give the E 2-term of the spectral sequence we are interested

in. This E 2-term is shown in Figure 8-4.

6

4 :

2

0 ..... ...

....... ....
-2 0 2 4 6 8 10

Figure 8-4: E 2-term of the Tor- Kunneth spectral sequence

S= Z/p = Z/p2 = Z/p Z/p
The pattern continues to repeat to the right. Knowing that the spectral sequence
converges to TRf 2  Z/p2 [] forces the differentials as shown in the spectral sequence
above.



8.2 Ext computation

Similarly, we can study the TR-Mackey functors via the Ext Mackey functor. Lewis
and Mandell give a spectral sequence ([18], Theorem 1.3)

Theorem 8.2.1. Let X and Y be G-spectra indexed on the same universe. There is
a natural conditionally convergent spectral sequence

E~' = Ext. S(R_,X, R*Y) = R ++(X A Y).

By convention Ext,(R (R X, R*Y) = (Ext* (R_.X, R*Y))-, where s is a nonneg-
ative integer and the grading 7 is either in Z or RO(S'), depending on which version
of the spectral sequence we are using.

In our case we consider the spectral sequence of integer-graded Mackey functors
where R = TRR , X = S-,1 , and Y = So. Then we have a spectral sequence

Es'T = Exts'ý (TR 2S , TR* 2S) w TR <2'(S- ,1).

Written differently, we have

EST' = Ext<2 (TR<2 <2 TR< 2) TR<2
2 rR *-< 2' -- s--r "A

More generally, given the input of a Mackey functor TR< 2  this spectral sequence
converges to the Mackey functor TR-+. In our example, we use the projective
resolution of TR2 X,. above. We then apply Hom(-, TRR2) to this resolution to get
the complex in Figure 8-5.

Here the gradings are negative in the sense that a class indexed by the number m
is in degree --m, and jul = -2.

The maps 0* are given as follows. The map 0* is given by:

i4*  0 i* + -oai + (v*, v,*... v3) 1V - 0 jJ H pjq
S W** - o i* -U* + (V*,v...V) n+ 1, w • - ako k* p-k*

j• •-' W 2 - a2j0 0 0 0-• 0 2k• 2• 2 pk•

The map 0* is generated by:

(vO, 0, ... 0) (-*v, 0 ... 0) + (v*, -V*, 0O... 0) i (v2, v,.., v)

(vg, 0, . .., 0) * (or*, 0... 0) + (v*, -V*, 0 ... 0) 1* - (2, 2,... X )
* F_+W * *-* CTWj4 2 Cw w4
W* ý-- auw* k*H w+
W0 2 2 *



TR'. [i] TR [ TRI.[i] E TR * [i] > TR2-[j] e TR2 .[j ] E TR2 [j*]

TR2 [j]] ÷ TR,.[wi] ÷ TR_, [w] - TR2_,[k0 ]

•]e
F)I.[w a wTR[.[w;j] TRil[w' TR.*[y*]

]3

TR-[w] TRR[ 2 
* [jj] 1 TR 2*[jl] @ TR 1 [y*]

TR_2 ,[] TR_2 [ji E TR2_,[j*] q TR2,[k*I]2 -*W] II- 0 -

TR*.[i*] E ~, TRl.[v](J

E[ TRI,[v;] e TRI_ [~l]

tIpTR_ [v] E~ ($ TR' [v*

, TR'- [v3] T ( TRI [x*

@P TR * [v*] e TR1.[iv]

TRI.,[i] (@p TRI,[x ]

TRI.[i] D TR_.[i*]

TR_, [i-] G TR , [1/*]

TR',[il] Ep TR'.[v*]÷

@, TRl_,[v;] D TRI, [I ]
TR2_[j ] @ TR'.[w*]~---4 - 2-I TRL*[w*] e TR2.[k*]

1

Figure 8-5: Complex computing Ext

The map 0* is generated by:

.o0)

w * 04
w -* pj + Uy*

Finally, the map q4 is determined by:

Z" p + criZ
-3 > pj + 0j

Y2 - pj2 + 7w4

j -*H pjO + ork
H-*~J 2j > k

1)

3) (v * , 0'.., 0) 4 i* + (av , * .
0) (X*, 0,...,0) H (x*,-x, 0.

2

(v4, 0 ... 0) 4 -Z
w4 H pJ4 y * ý-4 pk 2



We then compute xt'< (TR_1 ,_M TR--2) by computing the homology of this com-

plex. When the complex above is evaluated at C,/{e}, it has homology only in degree
0. There we find that

Exto* TR )(Cp/e) TR 1 [i*].
<2(TR-. *

Thus the spectral sequence we are interested in collapses at the E 2-term in this case,
giving us the result

1 . Z/p if q > -4, even
TR+I (F,; p) = 0 else

We now evaluate the complex at Cp/C,. We find that

Ext°'* R2(w _1 , TR_-,(Cp/Cp) - WR2_,pj4 , pj• - aj•]

Extl'* (TR< 2 TR!• )(CP,/C) TR 2 ,[pk*].

TR -- * 11

For all s > 1
ExtS'*<2 (TR ,_ TR<2)(C/C,) = 0

TR R-.' * p 0p

So the E 2-term of our spectral sequence is given in figure 8-6

2 *

-2 *

-4 0
-2 0 2

Figure 8-6: E 2-term of the Ext- Kunneth spectral sequence

* = Z/p * = Z/p 2

For degree reasons there are no differentials. Hence it follows that

Z/p 2  if q 2 -2, even
TR 2 ( Z/p if q = -3

Rq+A,l ; Z/p if q = -4

0 else

Further, the descriptions of these classes in the Ext computations determine the action



of oa on TRa+I 1 (F,; p). Thus, we can describe TR.+,\ 1 (Fp; p) as a TR.(F'; p)-module
as follows:

TR.2  Y TR [f-4, g-2, m-3/ (pfpm-4 , pm-3, -3f 4 - pg-2)

Note that this agrees with the computation in Theorem 1.0.1.

8.3 Future directions

While the above examples demonstrate the extra tools that this viewpoint provides,
they only recreate results we could compute using other methods. However, these
tools can hopefully be used to better understand the TR-groups indexed by odd-
dimensional representations. Further, we would like to use these Mackey functor
methods to study the product structure on RO(S')-graded TR, and a possible duality
between the TR-groups for the representation a and the representation -a.
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